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W

elcome everyone!

Since it’s very beginning in 2006, the Los Angeles, Italia
Festival has become a classic event that takes place annually
at the TCL Chinese Theatres the week before the Academy
Awards, to celebrate Italian talent, films and filmmakers
alongside Oscar-nominees and celebrities who love Italy and
are connected to it through the amazing medium of film.
For the past 13 years, the Festival has chosen the right place
on the international calendar at a location that is a symbol for
cinema the world over – the heart of Hollywood!
And from day one, the Capri in the World Institute has been
committed to the creation and development of this unique
festival – working with its American friends and colleagues
Mark and Dorothy Canton, Al Newman, Bobby Moresco
and Mark Frazier – with the goal of encouraging the talented
young Italians who have been making major contributions
to our film and music culture, and who are followed by the
global media which reinforce our festival’s tradition.
Despite their geographical distance, Italy and the United States have always been very close and the LA, Italia Festival has
played a major role in strengthening the friendship between
our two countries’ cultures with mutual respect and a pride
to preserve their individual diversities despite the unceasing
march towards globalization.
From day one, L.A., Italia, like its sister festivals Capri, Hollywood and Ischia Global, which take place respectively on
their picturesque islands in the Bay of Naples, could count on
the dedicated and ongoing support of the great Italian artist,
Lina Wertmulle, the first woman to have ever been nominated
for a Best Director Oscar.
In 2016, Sophia Loren and Helen Mirren lobbied for Lina to
receive a well-deserved Academy Governors Award to acknowledge her incredible career. Last year the big Maestra of

Paolo Sorrentino, Pascal Vicedomini and Michael Fassbender

many contemporary female authors, and the amazing director
of movies known and appreciated all over the world, celebrated her 90th birthday. We fervently wish that to commemorate
this milestone occasion, AMPAS will later this year finally
honor Lina for her huge contributions through her precious
works of art to increase respect for women and propagate
civil rights.
We hope that the idea launched by our Institute and supported by her many prominent American friends will
help Lina Wertmuller earn an Award to inaugurate a new
dawn characterized by equal treatment and equal rights, in
the entertainment business as well as in other industries.
Hooray for Lina Wertmuller, Italian Cinema and the LA,
Italia Festival!

ampas
2019
IN THE MIDDLE
OF THE DIVERSITY
REVOLUTION
Cheryl Boone Isaacs and Melissa Leo
A.M.P.A.S. President
John Bailey
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HAYMA

When you film at Cinecittà Studios you step into an iconic place where history
and innovation come together to meet any production needs.
• 23 acres backlot with 17,000ft2 green backdrop
• 3 permanent sets, including our spectacular Ancient Rome, also available for exclusive events
• State-of-the-art digital video and audio facilities, award winning film restoration
• Large tank for underwater filming and permanent green screen studio in 2019
• Two new 35,520 ft2 sound stages by end of 2020
• The new Italian Museum of Audio-visual Arts and Cinema (MIAC) in 2019

80

19

years
experience

30mln

investment plan
ROME

www.cinecitta.com

Chairman

WASHINGTON

IT’S EVEN GREATER UP CLOSE.

stages totalling
201,985 ft2

2019

One of the most prolific,
influential and
accomplished executives
in the film and TV industries

H

ayma Washington, who served as chairman and CEO of the
Television Academy from 2016 through the end of 2018
and was the first African-American chair in the organization’s
history, is one of the most prolific and accomplished
executives in the industry. A seven-time Emmy Award
winner, Washington’s television and film production career
includes live sports, award shows, music, comedy, drama, talk,
independent films and short-form digital content.
In addition to serving as a governor for the Producers peer
group of the Television Academy, Washington also served two
terms as television vice president for the Producers Guild of
America where he continues on as a member of their national
board of directors.
The depth and breadth of his experience spans more than three
decades and began with his founding role in the now iconic
and long-time ratings juggernaut MTV Video Music Awards.
He began his career working on videos for such stars as David
Bowie, Whitney Houston, Cyndi Lauper and Michael Jackson,
and the memorable Cyndi Lauper wrestling video for “Land of
1000 Dances.
During his tenure as an executive producer of the groundbreaking CBS reality sensation, “The Amazing Race,
Washington raised the bar for reality television worldwide. He
hired and oversaw production crews of roughly 2,000 members
per season, spread over three to six continents. For his
work, Washington received seven Emmys in the Outstanding
Reality-Competition Program category for this work, as well as
numerous PGA nominations and the PGA’s Producers Guild
Award in 2005. He has also been recognized with four MTV
Video Music Awards over the course of his career.
During his 10-year stint with The Walt Disney Studios as
Vice President of Production for Buena Vista Productions,
Washington played pivotal roles in producing such classic
syndicated programs as “Live with Regis and Kathie Lee and
“Siskel & Ebert. He oversaw remote location shoots for the
perennial pop culture series, “Bill Nye the Science Guy, as
well as production on numerous series including “Win Ben
Stein’s Money (which introduced television audiences to Jimmy
Kimmel) and multiple seasons of “Honey I Shrunk the Kids:

Hayma Washington, Andrea Bocelli, Veronica Berti and Cheryl Boone Isaacs

Hayma Washington, Shonda Rhimes and
Oprah Winfrey

Alberto Bonisoli and
Hayma Washington

The TV Show. He engineered the launch of production units for
Disney’s international divisions that spanned over 40 countries
throughout Europe, South America and Asia.
Washington’s credits also include producing thousands of
hours of scripted and non-scripted television programs and
development in all genres, encompassing a dazzling array of
projects for every broadcast network and a profusion of top
cable nets.
The veteran producer decided not to seek a second term in
order to focus on his producing work as well as his efforts to
promote diversity and inclusion.
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the international

honorary
board
An incredible group of loyal
friends and supporters

ITALIAN PRESIDENT

Armando Varricchio,

Ambassador of Italy to the United States

HONORARY EXECUTIVE BOARD 2019

Luigi Abete, Nicolas Cage, Joel Schumacher e Arnon Milchan

LEADERSHIP 2019
Honorary Chairman • Mark Canton
Chairperson • hayma Washington
Honorary Presidents • Cheryl Boone Isaacs • Tony Renis
Presidents • Iginio Straffi • Maria Grazia cucinotta
Co-Chairs

Lady Monika Bacardi • Maria Bello •
Alessandro Bertolazzi • Dorothy Canton •
Marina Cicogna • Martha De Laurentiis •
manda ELIASCH • ciera foster • Mark Frazier •
Siedah Garrett • Corky Hale • Francesca Harrison •
LeSLIE KAVANAUGH • Andrea Iervolino •
Fulvio Lucisano • Heidi Jo Markel • Bobby Moresco •
Elettra Morini • Barry Morrow • Gianni Nunnari •
Darina Pavlova • Mike Stoller

Vice President - Global Strategy • Al Newman
Mistress of Ceremony • Sofia Milos
Founder and Producer • Pascal Vicedomini

10 Marina Cicogna and Diane Von Furstenberg

Sergio Mattarella - President of the Italian Republic
Antonio Tajani - President of the European Parliament
Giuseppe Conte - Prime Minister of the Italian Government
Luigi di Maio - Vice-Premier and Minister of Economic Development
Matteo Salvini - Deputy Prime Minister of Italy and Minister of the Interior
Enzo Moavero Milanesi - Minister of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation
Alberto Bonisoli - Minister of Cultural Heritage and Activities
Armando Varricchio - Italian Ambassador to the USA
Silvia Chiave - Consul General of Italy in Los Angeles
Joe Buscaino - Los Angeles City Council member
Francesco Rutelli - President Anica
Giancarlo Leone - President Apt
Carlo Ferro - President Italian Trade Agency
Roberto Cicutto - President and CEO Luce - Cinecittà
Giulio Rapetti Mogol - President SIAE
John Bailey - President of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Neil Portnow - President, The Recording Academy
Clive J. Davis - Founder Arista Records
Jimmy Iovine
Luca Cordero di Montezemolo
Diego Della Valle - President Tod’s Group Spa
Gianluca Isaia - President Isaia Spa
Dino Blandolino - Italian Trade Commissioner in Los Angeles
Elizabeth Monk Daley - Dean of USC School of Cinematic Arts
Meher Tatna - President of the Hollywood Foreign Press Association
Rana Ghadban - President of the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
Lawrence J. Purpuro - CEO NIAF
Kerry Kennedy - President of the RFK Center
Shaul Kuba - Principal CIM Group

Honorary Board
Al Pacino
Dario Argento
Bille August
Pupi and Antonio Avati, DueA FIlm
Harold Becker
David Balle, CEO Apj
Marco Bellocchio
Lawrence Bender, Bender Brown
Productions
Jacqueline Bisset
Aloe Blacc
Jacob Bloom
Andrea Bocelli
Stefano Bollani
Bono Vox
Cristina Comencini
Lee Daniels
Danny De Vito
Alexandre Desplat
Paolo Del Brocco, CEO Rai Cinema
Francesco De Gregori
Christian De Sica
Roberto Faenza
Dante Ferretti
Peter Fonda
David Foster
Diane Von Fustemberg
Humberto Gatica
Paolo Genovese
Jim Gianopulos
Mel Gibson
Jack Gilardi
Vittorio Grigolo
Luca Guadagnino
David Hunger
Anjelica Huston
Samuel and LaTanya Jackson
Jack and Matthew Kavanaugh
Ken Kleinberg
Donald Kushner, TCL Chinese
Theatres
Taylor Hackford
Naomie Harris
Jimmy Kimmel
John Landis
Andrea and Raffaella Leone
Avi Lerner, CEO Nu Image
Melissa Leo
Francesca Lo Schiavo

Michael Madsen
Joe Manganiello
Joe Mantegna
Mario Martone
Citto Maselli
Bill Mechanic
Arnon Milchan
Liza Minnelli
Helen Mirren
Ennio Morricone
Rick Nicita
Kenny Ortega
Michele Placido
Massimo Ranieri
Richard and Tony Ressler, Principals
CIM Group
Carlo Rossella, President Medusa
Vasco Rossi
Mickey Rourke
David O. Russell
Alessandro Salem, Chief of Contents
Mediaset
Gabriele Salvatores
Ted Sarandos, Chief of Contents
Netflix
Pietro Scalia
Joel Schumacher
Allen and Darian Shapiro
Avi Shemesh, Principal CIM Group
Anthony Shriver Kennedy - President
Best Buddy
Paul and Mira Sorvino
Sting
Sylvester Stallone
Fisher Stevens
Trudie Styler
Quentin Tarantino
Jeremy Thomas, Chairman Recorded
Picture Co.
Giuseppe Tornatore
Sofia Vergara
Paula Wagner
Christoph Waltz
Diane Warren
Jason Weinberg - Principal Untitled
Entertainment
Lina Wertmuller
Forest Whitaker
Zucchero

sergio mattarella

Praises
the long-time
friendship between

&

America Italy
“T

he long-standing friendship between America
and Italy will enable the two countries to face and
overcome present and future challenges,” declared the
President of the Italian Republic Sergio Mattarella during
a recent trip to the United States, stressing the meaningful
cooperation between the two countries. This relationship
dates back to the Italian Unification in the 19th century, and
it was reinforced by the events of the Second World War,
after which the bond became even stronger. “Italy will always
be close to the United States and all the countries involved in
fighting terrorism and defending the fundamental values of
freedom they are founded on,” Mattarella concluded.

european
parliament

president

antonio
tajani

MATERA

MIRRORS THE BEST OF THE SOUTH
OF ITALY, A REGION THAT IS READY
TO CHANGE AND THRIVE

“This is a particularly significant day for Matera, for Italy as well as for Europe, as it
shows all their worth and ability to acknowledge and highlight their cultural sites,”
said Italian President Sergio Mattarella as he inaugurated Matera as 2019’s European Capital of Culture.
The President continued: “It is a day of pride for the people of Matera, of the Basilicata region and for the many individuals who contributed to design and carry out
this successful project. A day of pride for our whole country that witnesses the celebration of one of its most breathtaking beauties on behalf of the whole Continent.”
“This city,” he concluded, “is also a symbol of Southern Italy as an area of growth
and renewal, where fractures can be healed, and new initiatives promoted. After
decades of extreme poverty which, after the Second World War, tainted the evocative beauty of the so-called City of Stones, today this territory has become an image
of innovation, offered to Europe to show how even the most ancient history can be a
key to a better tomorrow.”

ITALY’S GOVERNMENT OF CHANGE

luigi di maio

Giuseppe conte

matteo salvini 11

the strength
of continuity

Thanks to the Minister
of Cultural Heritage and Activities

Alberto Bonisoli

Fondazione di diritto privato

and the leaders of Italian cinema

L

2018 • 2019
OPERA AND BALLET SEASON
(430a dalla fondazione del Teatro)

OPERA
ATTILA

Musica di Giuseppe Verdi
Dal 7 dicembre 2018 al 8 gennaio 2019

LA TRAVIATA

LA CENERENTOLA
Musica di Gioachino Rossini

Musica di Modest P. Musorgskij

CHOVANŠČINA

MANON LESCAUT

Dal 11 gennaio al 17 marzo 2019

Dal 10 febbraio al 5 aprile 2019

Dal 27 febbraio al 29 marzo 2019

Dal 31 marzo al 27 aprile 2019

Musica di Giuseppe Verdi

Musica di Giacomo Puccini

Musica di Richard Strauss

Musica di Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Musica di Erich Wolfgang Korngold

DIE TOTE STADT

I MASNADIERI

Dal 23 aprile al 22 giugno 2019

Dal 16 maggio al 7 giugno 2019

Dal 28 maggio al 17 giugno 2019

Dal 18 giugno al 7 luglio 2019

ARIADNE AUF NAXOS

IDOMENEO

Progetto Accademia

Progetto Accademia

Musica di Giuseppe Verdi

L’ELISIR D’AMORE

Musica di Antonio Salieri

RIGOLETTO

Musica di Giuseppe Verdi

Musica di Gaetano Donizetti

GIANNI SCHICCHI

Dal 2 al 22 settembre 2019

Dal 10 settembre al 10 ottobre 2019

PRIMA LA MUSICA POI LE PAROLE
Musica di Giacomo Puccini
Dal 6 al 19 luglio 2019

Musica di Luca Francesconi

Musica di Georg Friedrich Händel

GIULIO CESARE

DIE ÄGYPTISCHE HELENA

Dal 5 al 22 ottobre 2019

Dal 18 ottobre al 2 novembre 2019

Dal 9 al 29 novembre 2019

QUARTETT

Musica di Richard Strauss

BALLET
LO SCHIACCIANOCI

WINTERREISE

WOOLF WORK

Musica di Pëtr Il’ič Čajkovskij
Coreografia di George Balanchine

Musica di Franz Schubert
Coreografia di Angelin Preljocaj

Musica di Max Richter
Regia e coreografia di Wayne McGregor

Dal 16 dicembre 2018 al 15 gennaio 2019

Dal 24 gennaio al 9 marzo 2019

Dal 7 al 20 aprile 2019

LA BELLA ADDORMENTATA
NEL BOSCO
Musica di Pëtr Il’ič Čajkovskij
Coreografia e regia di Rudolf Nureyev
Dal 26 giugno al 9 luglio 2019

GISELLE

BALANCHINE / KYLIÁN / BÉJART

ONEGIN

Musica di Adolphe Adam
Coreografia Jean Coralli - Jules Perrot

Musica di Pëtr Il’ič Čajkovskij
Coreografia di John Cranko

Dal 17 settembre al 8 ottobre 2019

Dal 24 ottobre al 10 novembre 2019

SYMPHONY IN C

PETITE MORT

BOLÉRO

Musica di Georges Bizet
Coreografia di
George Balanchine

Musica di Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Coreografia di
Jiří Kylián

Musica di Maurice Ravel
Coreografia di
Maurice Béjart

Dal 16 al 30 novembre 2019

OPERA FOR KIDS
L’ELISIR D’AMORE PER I BAMBINI
Musica di Gaetano Donizetti

In scena dal 4 luglio 2018 al 9 marzo 2019

www. teatroallascala.org

os Angeles, Italia’s 14th edition – like its predecessors
– will be supported by the Italian Ministry for Cultural
Heritage and Activities, thus guaranteeing a high quality
and interesting schedule as well as the participation of
international personalities who contribute to the success of
this well-established and renowned event. Los Angeles, Italia
attracted the attention and support of the Ministry’s Cinema
Directors General, whose positive approach has helped
promote Italian cinema and its talents in the heart of the
global film industry.
Since its premiere edition the festival has been growing
exponentially, earning the appreciation of many Los
Angeles-based institutions and cultural associations.
This goal has been reached thanks to the participation of
numerous members of the entertainment community who
believe in Italian cinema and appreciate its echo around
the world. These friends of the festival acknowledge
the fundamental role played by our country in global
entertainment.

A NEW DECREE WILL REGULATE THE
SUCCESSION OF FILM SCREENINGS
Alberto Bonisoli, the Minister of Cultural Heritage and Activities has signed a decree
stating which movies must be screened in movie theatres for a specific length of time
before being streamed on the various online platforms.
Minister Bonisoli appeared on television to announce the new regulation: “I think it is
important to guarantee exclusive film screenings in motion picture theatres, without
risking unfair competition from other easily accessible platforms. Movies shown on
the big screen create a unique communal experience which needs to be preserved and
improved.”
The new decree will also regulate other types of national productions, including low budget movies that will be given new marketing opportunities to expand their audiences.
Says Lucia Borgonzoni, Undersecretary of Cultural Heritage and Activities: “These rules will enable Italian films to be seen by more people in a legal way, to preserve their
cinematic nature and facilitate their permanence in movie theatres.”

Lucia Borgonzoni, Undersecretary
of Cultural Heritage and Activities

lucia borgonzoni

attends to
rotella award
to Schnabel
and dafoe
Gianvito Casadonte, Lucia Borgonzoni,
Julian Schnabel and Willem Dafoe

Giovanni Panebianco, General Secretary
of the Ministry of Culture
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mark

canton
riend

a true f

The noted producer has always backed the
festival with generosity and determination
Mark Canton
Honorary Chairman, LA Italia

M

Behind
a great movie
there is always
an author
protecting
his own ideas

y daughter Dorothy and I are privileged to welcome you to the
14th annual edition of the Los Angeles, Italia Film, Fashion
and Art Fest. A truly amazing week of outstanding Italian films,
music and fashion for all of Los Angeles to experience and enjoy,
right here in the heart of Hollywood. This could not be possible
without the leadership of Pascal Vicedomini and the “Istituto
Capri nel mondo” and the support of the festival’s sponsors which
include the Chinese Theaters LLC, the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce, the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Cinema
Department of the Italian Ministry of Culture, Cinecittà Studios
and the Italian Consulate in Los Angeles.
This festival, which comes on the eve of the 91st Academy Awards,
celebrates the unique artistic connection between Italy and the
United States and marks the beginning of another exciting new
year for Hollywood. A year which will hopefully see the continuation of a most impressive jump in the global box office, along with
the growth of new technologies that will enhance both the production, delivery and presentation of theatrical motion pictures.
A year which will motivate movie-goers to leave their homes and
go to movie theatres in record numbers to see films that entertain,
inform and impact the complex world in which we work and live.
As filmmakers and entertainers, we can allow nothing to stand in
the way of what audiences expect and demand, in any language or
format, which are good stories well-told in a visually exciting and
an emotionally stirring way.
So let’s lift a glass or two of tasty Italian vino and toast the talented filmmakers, craftspeople and performing artists from Los
Angeles and Italy who have come together to celebrate the love of
Mark, Henry and James Canton
a great industry that we and they share together.

Mark and Dorothy Canton

Jennifer Aniston
and Mark Canton

50 centpower
Mark Canton with the cast of “Power”
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The Italian Trade Agency (ICE) is the public body entrusted
with promoting trade, business opportunities and industrial
cooperation between Italian and foreign companies, enhancing
economic and commercial relationships abroad, marketing
Italian goods and services internationally. It further promotes the
“Made in Italy” image around the world, and Italy itself as a
destination for foreign investments.
With headquarters in Rome, Italian Trade Agency (ICE)
guarantees global support to Italian companies through its

engaged in:

Italian Trade Agency (ICE) is

promoting the internationalization of the Italian audiovisual
products at festivals and markets such as Cannes
International Film Festival, Berlin International Film Festival,
Toronto International Film Festival, MipTv and Mipcom
among others;

For more information
about promotional
activities of Italian
Trade Agency (ICE) in
promoting audiovisual
sector, contact the
Rome
ICE-AGENZIA
Tel. 06-59927890
Fax. 06-92912094
audiovisivo@ice.it
Los Angeles
ICE- Italian Trade Agency
tel. +1 323 8790950
fax +1 310 2038335
losangeles@ice.it
Berlin
ICE-Italian Trade Agency
tel. +49 30 8844030
fax +49 30 88440310
berlino@ice.it
Toronto
ICE- Italian Trade Agency
tel. + 1 416 5981555
fax +1416 5981610
toronto@ice.it

destination, and the Italian technical industries as partner of
choice;
fostering co-production projects by helping to connect Italian
counterparts;
inviting to Italy buyers, producers, broadcasters,
commissioning editors and other foreign representatives of
the audiovisual sector.
Italian Trade Agency (ICE) works for the promotion of the
Italian audiovisual industry in close connection with ANICA
(National Association of Italian cinematographic, audiovisual and
multimedia industry), Istituto Luce-Cinecittà , APT (Association
of Italian TV producers), Doc/It (Association of Italian
Documentary Producers), and with the Italian Film
Commissions.
Through its engagement in the internationalization of the Italian
audiovisual sector, Italian Trade Agency (ICE) also promotes
worldwide the “Made in Italy” image and the Italian life-stlye,
indirectly contributing to the development of other important
Italian production sectors (tourism, food, fashion, furniture,
culture).

ICE
SUPPORTS
ITALIAN EXCELLENCE ABROAD
THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS APPOINT
CARLO MARIA FERRO
PRESIDENT
OF THE ITALIAN TRADE
AGENCY- ICE

R

ecently, ICE, the
Agency for the
International Promotion
and the Insourcing of
Italian Companies, has
given more importance
to the national film
industry, enhancing the
insourcing process.
The Italian film industry is
characterized by a strong
entertaining approach and
an exceptional cultural value,
delivering products which leave a
mark in the global perception of
our country around the world. The
Italian film industry is a defining
asset of our country, and belongs to
the famed made-in-Italy creations.
ICE warmly welcomes the 14th
edition of the Los Angeles, Italia
Festival to celebrate Italian talent
and creativity in Hollywood and to
reinforce the cultural bridge between
Italy and USA.

Carlo Maria Ferro is the new President
of Italian Trade Agency – ICE Agenzia
for the promotion abroad and the internationalization of Italian companies
(ITA). Following his recent nomination
by the Council of Ministers, ITA’s Board
of Directors has nominated Carlo Maria
Ferro President, along with Stefano Corti,
to be members of the ITA Agency’s Board
of Directors. According to the Government and, in particular, Deputy Prime
Minister of Italy and Minister of Economic
Development, Labour and Social Policies,
Luigi Di Maio, ITA – ICE will coordinate all
the strategies and entities for the internationalization of the country, in order to
effectively support the export of Italian
products and the growth of Italian companies abroad as well as the attraction of
foreign direct investments into Italy.

ROBERTO LUONGO, NEW GENERAL MANAGER
Roberto Luongo, born in Naples 60 years ago, of which more than
36 were at the service of the ICE Agency, was appointed on December 18, 2018, by Decree of the President of the Republic, Managing
Director of the Italian Trade Agency – ICE Agency (ITA) for the next
four years. In 2010, at ITA Rome headquarters, he was Director of
the Promotion Department for Internationalization, coordinating,
in collaboration with the Ministry of Economic Development and
the business associations, promotional proposals coming from ITA
worldwide network and the Italian embassies. After managing the
transition process to the reformed Italian Trade Agency in 2011, he
began his first term as CEO and Managing Director in 2012. At the
end of the first term in 2016 Roberto Luongo moved to the Coordination Department for Foreign Investment Attraction as head of the
office, and then became Director of the ITA office in London.

Roberto Luongo

Florindo Blandolino

SHOWCASING
THE COuNTRY’s
		
ICONS

Italian Trade Agency (ICE) has open up its activity to the
promotion of the Italian videogame industry in cooperation
with AESVI (Italian Games Industry Association) cooperation
with AESVI (Italian Games Industry Association) considering
videogames as a new form of artistic expression in itself as well
as another possible passage in the exploitation of a film rights.
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AN HISTORIC PAST

A VERY BRIGHT FUTURE

Silvia Chiave

Consul General of Italy in Los Angeles

I

t is my pleasure to warmly welcome
the XlVth edition of the “Los AngelesItalia Film, Fashion and Art Fest” and to
congratulate Instituto Capri nel Mondo for giving us once again this
yearly appointment, showcasing the best of what contemporary italian
Cinema has to offer.
Italy is very fond of its long and outstanding tradition in this field.
Cinema is art, and one would be pressed to find an art form to which Italy
did not gready contribute. We are thus very proud of the creative talents
that LA-Italia Film Festival continues to bring forth.
This year’s edition sees the participation of great personnalities of our
cinema, such as Franco Nero, Alessandro Preziosi, Luca Barbareschi,
Maria Grazia Cucinotta, Alessio Lapice, Matteo Rovere, Roberto
Andò, Angela e Marianna Fontana, Joe Capaldo. In an entire week of
celebrations, the Festival will feamre US and world premieres, along with
special screenings of Masters such as Paolo e Vittorio Taviani, Francis
Ford Coppola, Pappi Corsicato and many more; Directors Roberto Ando’
and Jesus Garces Lambert, just to name a few, will honor us with their
presence.
The Los Angeles-Italia Film Festival, showcase of Italian lifestyle, has
established itself as a traditional appointment for Southern California’s
aficionados of Italian cinema but also as an extraordinary resource to
attract film makers and touristic flows to Italy. I thus thank Istituto Capri
nel Mondo and Pascal Vicedomini, the Festival executive producer, for
continuing to bring Italian performing arts to Los Angeles and enveloping
them with a wonderful event, enjoyable by larger and larger audiences.

niaf

Silvia Chiave

Gives $450,000 to Norcia Community
as it Recovers from the Traumatic
Earthquakes

The National Italian American Foundation
(NIAF) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, and educational foundation that promotes Italian American
culture and heritage. It was founded in 1975 by
Jeno Paulucci. NIAF serves as a resource on the
Italian American community and has educational and youth programs including scholarships, grants, heritage travel and mentoring. In
2011, president elected of USA Barack Obama,
attended Niaf’s Gala to acknowledge the contribution of Italian-Americans in the growth of
the country. On Dec. 4, 2018, the National Italian
American Foundation (NIAF) announced that its
Earthquake Relief Fund will give $450,000 to the
Norcia community, a town with 5,000 residents
located in Umbria, in the wake of the devastating earthquakes that struck Central Italy in 2016.
NIAF is partnering with the Harvard Program in
Refugee Trauma (HPRT) to build a new multi-purpose community center. The community center
will serve Norcia’s primary school for after school
activities as well as a local primary care center.
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matera
2019

the
EUROPEAN CAPITAl
of culture

Pier Paolo Pasolini

Matera, A BREATHTAKING CITY
AND A LIMITLESS MOVIE SET

The spotlights are trained on
an ancient city whose timeless beauty
and rapturous magic have now become
the symbols of a future revolution

A

fter much anticipation, Matera is about to welcome thousands of
visitors from all over the world with events, exhibition, concerts and
installations. A kaleidoscope of initiatives awaits residents and tourists as
Basilicata’s main city has been selected as 2019’s European Capital of Culture.
Forty-eight weeks of intense work and thorough planning were required to
prepare the city to highlight its history and traditions. Since January 19 – the
day which it took on the Capital of Culture mantel and during which 54 music
bands from all over Europe marched throughout the city – Matera has been a
daily melting pot for numerous and amazing cultural activities.
Four big exhibitions reflect the past and future of Matera and Basilicata: “Ars
Excavandi” that will focus on the cities throughout the world that are built
on rocks (curated by architect and city planner Pietro Laureano, a Unesco
expert); “Rinascimento visto da Sud,” based on some of the most prominent cultural
phenomena (curated by Marta Ragozzino, Director of Basilicata’s Museum Center);
“La poetica dei numeri primi” which revolves around science and mathematics with
a particular focus on Pitagora; and “Stratigrafie. Osservatorio dell’Antropocene” that
explores the new geologic era defined by man’s actions (curated by photographer and
filmmaker Armin Linke).
Added to UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 1993, in only 50 short years Matera was
able to change its destiny. After having reflected the backwardness typical of Italian
southern regions, the city has struggled to become dignified. Today it is acknowledged
for the creative impulse that has turned it into a cultural junction and an emblem of
social redemption. Matera is a place of encounters, wonderful sightseeing, precious
archeological ruins, fascinating architectural styles combining cave houses and
sumptuous baroque palaces. Matera’s change of pace reflects its people’s change of
heart and their effort to overcome an old-fashioned paradigm and turn the whole
region of Basilicata into a land that is no longer in need but that produces and offers,
that rejects its millennial seclusion and that is ready and willing to open up to the world.
A whole community is eager to reinvent itself, get in the game and create a fruitful bond
between residents and institutions.
For only 19 Euros visitors will be able to purchase a “passaport” which grants access to
all the thrilling events of Matera 2019. The passport is also a symbolic document that
will provide temporary citizenship to one of the most emblematic cities of the South
of Italy, a place blending archaic and modern elements, arts and nature, beauty and
silence, traditional and religious values.
Furthermore, every town in Basilicata will enjoy the status of “Capital for A Day,” as they
set up initiatives in compliance with the values and themes of “Matera 2019.”
Information about the program can be found at: https://www.matera-basilicata2019.it
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I

Paolo Verri

GENIUS-LIKE

salvador
dalì
’s
WORKS ON DISPLAY AMONG
THE STONES OF MATERA

n over half a century more than fifty movies have been filmed in Basilicata. This region has
become a vital source of inspiration for neorealist and spiritual films, as well as a backdrop
for stories populated by ogres and demons, set in an archaic world of peasants, where dramatic
plots unfold among dreams, miracles and magic.
Filmmakers from around the world have found an ideal landscape in Matera and its
breathtaking open-air sets, which include the famed stones, the lunar atmosphere of the rocks
known as calanchi, the sunny valleys of Vulture Mount, and the small villages nestled in the
mountains and the uncontaminated lands rich with a variety of languages, colors and myths.
This region’s thousand faces continue to attract and amaze prominent Italian and international
filmmakers, from Pierpaolo Pasolini to Francesco Rosi, from Dino Risi to Roberto Rossellini,
from Giuseppe Tornatore to the Taviani Brothers as well as Hollywood’s major directors
including Mel Gibson and Catherine Hardwicke who chose Matera as the evocative set of “The
Passion of Christ” and “The Nativity Story,” respectively.
Visitors will therefore also become immersed in the places
that inspired some of the silver screen’s most touching
stories. Matera is a set with no boundaries, and it continues
to enchant writers, screenwriters and filmmakers alike.
ANGELA FONTANA

PIPPO

DELBONO

of ceremony

MAIA MORGENSTERN

première

A FILM BY GIGI ROCCATI

A magical and inaccessible land, enclosed between
the mountains and the sea, where nothing is the
TALE OF LAND, BLOOD AND MAGIC
way it seems. Here is where Rocco and Lucia live,
a severe father, rooted to his land like a tree, who
fights to defend it until the last sacrifice, and
a wild girl, unable to speak since the death
of her mother Argenzia, who possesses the
gift of seeing and feeling her mother’s soul.
The father, who sees her talking to the wind,
believes her to be under an evil spell and
desperately submits her to the healing rituals
of a peasant sorceress. One day Rocco refuses the offer of a lorry driver who wants to
bury toxic waste in his land in exchange for
money. But when his farm is set on fire he
kills one of the attackers, and will be forced to
escape on foot to save his daughter.
Joe Capalbo
Gigi Roccati
FABRIQUE ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH MOLIWOOD FILMS IN COLLABORATION WITH RAI CIN

EMA JOE CAPALBO ANGELA FONTANA “LUCANIA” PIPPO DELBONO MAIA MORGENSTERN

CASTING MICHELA FORBICIONI CINEMATOGRAPHER SALVATORE LANDI COSTUMES
SABRINA BERETTA EDITOR ANNALISA FORGIONE PRODUCTION DESIGN FEDERICO BACIOCCHI MUSIC ANTONI
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER GIOVANNI CAPALBO PRODUCER GIOVANNI CAPALBO ALDO
O INFANTINO LUIGI CINQUE
CAPALBO RENATA DI LEONE PILAR SAAVEDRA PERROTTA AND MANFREDI SAAVEDRA
SCREENPLAY CARLO LONGO DAVIDE MANULI

GABRIELE BONOLIS CYPRESS GROVE
GIGI ROCCATI GINO VENTRIGLIA DIRECTOR GIGI ROCCATI

TRIBUTE TO MOON

Mistress

Gian Maria Volonté and Francesco Rosi

FABRIQUE ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS

JOE CAPALBO

lucania
brian
eno’s

Mel Gibson

sofia
milos
giuliana de donno
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A FAMILY MOVIE

THE LEGENDARY

DYNASTY

C

Roman, Eleanor, Francis and Sofia Coppola

Talia Shire with Robert and
Jason Schwartzman

Carmine Coppola

Nicolas Cage

Gia Coppola
Francis Ford Coppola
with Giancarlo Carriero

GUEST OF HONOR FOR THE
INAUGURAL DAY of

ISCHIA GLOBAL
FESTIVAL 2005

oppola’s recurring concept of the family nucleus in his movies may be
explained by his biography. Eleanor, who has been his wife for 50 years,
is an artist and a filmmaker. His younger sister Talia Shire is a celebrated
performer. His grandchildren Nicholas Cage, Mark “the Cope” Coppola,
Jason Coppola and Robert Schwartzman excel as actors, screenwriters and
musicians. His children Roman and Sofia are two acclaimed film directors.
In 2003 Sofia inaugurated the third generation of the family to be presented
with an Oscar for her script of “Lost in Translation.”
The story of the Coppola dynasty is deeply intertwined with the world of
cinema, and it all started with Francis’ father, Carmine Coppola, whose
dream was to become a music composer. At the age of 14, Francis sent his
father a fake telegram offering him to compose the music score of a movie.
However, this delusion was followed by a true event which took place several
years later when Francis recruited Carmine – and this time for real – to
score “The Godfather.” Carmine Coppola went on composing the music of
Francis’ crime saga and eventually won an Oscar for Best Original Dramatic
Score with “The Godfather II.”
Today Coppola’s fourth generation is becoming established thanks to
talented Gia Coppola, daughter to Francis’ firstborn Giancarlo, who sadly
lost his life in a speedboating accident. After a debut as a photographer, in
2013 Gia directed her first movie, “Palo Alto,” a coming-of-age story based
on the collection with the same title written by James Franco. The movie
has been acclaimed for its sensitive approach and the intense performances
of its cast including Emma Roberts, Jack Kilmer and Nat Wolff. Gia’s next
project is “Mainstream,” co-written with Tom Stuart and revolving around
an eccentric love triangle and a cautionary tale of preserving one’s identity
within the fast-moving internet age. The movie cast includes Andrew
Garfield, Maya Hawke, Nat Wolff and Jason Schwartzman.

FROM
FEATURE FILMs
TO EXCELLENT WINE
IN NAPA VALLEY

from italy, with love

Francis Ford Coppola’s feeling of endearment for Basilicata is deeply rooted. He was instilled with it by his grandfather Agostino who, in 1904, set
out on a ship to reach Ellis Island. He was 20 years old when he decided
to leave Bernalda, his small hometown not far from Matera, to join his two
brothers who had already left for America, searching for fortune. At that
time, he could not imagine that his descendants were to become some of
the most famed Italian-Americans in the world. Sixty years later Francis
set foot on the land of his ancestors and became so enamored with it that
he went back regularly to Bernalda where he opened a magnificent resort,
Palazzo Margherita, the palace where his daughter Sofia decided to celebrate
her wedding.
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francis ford

coppola

The Italian-American film director, responsible
for such masterpieces as “The Godfather” and
“Apocalypse Now,” will turn 80 on April 7, 2019

F

rancis Ford Coppola’s genius-like creative spark, unflagging innovative energy,
painstaking artistic method and fierce charisma are ingredients which combine in his
unique personality and provide him with the
drive to create intense stories with striking
visuals, as well as ambitious and brave stories infused with a perfect combination of
ardor and discipline.
His cinematic approach highlights a vast
array of erratic human emotions which constantly assume new shapes on the screen.
His works cannot be listed according to a
rational poetic paradigm as they are the products of the smoldering tension of an artist
who, in his attempt to grasp the world, aspires to turn it into an amazing show featuring
unparalleled film techniques.
Coppola was born in Detroit, on April 7,
1939. His father Carmine was a musician
who played flute in Arturo Toscanini’s NBC
Symphony Orchestra; his mother Italia,
daughter of the Neapolitan composer Fran-

cesco Pennino, worked as an actress. His
family’s artistic environment provided the
perfect background for his development.
After a period of apprenticeship at Roger
Corman’s factory, Coppola started directing movies becoming a full-fledged
member of a generation of filmmakers including Martin Scorsese, Brian De Palma,
George Lucas, Steven Spielberg and Peter
Bogdanovich, who have also left their mark
in film history.
Coppola reflects the highest example of
Hollywood’s evolution, the most noble and
adventurous key player of the unforgettable
passage from the modern to post-modern
age of cinema. He is one of the only six
world-class filmmakers who have earned
Academy Awards in three categories – directing, screenwriting and producing.
His career is punctuated with masterpieces.
“The Godfather” marked the beginning of
the big film sagas and launched Hollywood’s glorious come back after the problems

experienced by the movie industry in the
60s. In his most famous and classic film
series Coppola was able to narrate a powerful Italian mafia story set against the urban
landscape of the era. In “Apocalypse Now,”
the Vietnam war was narrated through the
spectacular horror resulting from the hallucinating and frenetic sinking of a man’s
conscience into an abhorrent “heart of
darkness”.
His filmography spans at least four decades
of US cinema with works, often unusual and
non-conventional, always implying relevant
plots and high artistic flair.
The Conversation,” “One From the Heart,” “Rumble Fish,” “The Cotton Club,”
“Tucker: The Man and His Dreams,” “Gardens of Stone”, “Bram Stoker’s Dracula,”
“Youth Without Youth,” “Tetro”: Coppola’s
movies proudly and tenaciously speak a
free cinematic language and dive deep into
man’s soul, exploring one’s emotions, dreams, ghosts and downfalls.

“

his milestones
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TATATU BETA APP IS HERE
GO ON APPLE STORE AND DOWNLOAD THE APP
BECOME A EARLY MEMBER FOR FREE
RECEIVE FROM 50$ TO 1000 AS A BONUS
START TO WATCH VIDEO CONTENTS AND GET REWARDED
INVITE YOUR FRIENDS AND MAKE MORE MONEY

Visit the site tatatu.com

Kudos to
andy

garcia

Irresistible Latino allure combined with deep
dark eyes have made Andy Garcia a much
talked about movie star for generations,
an actor whose talent has been sought
after by such filmmakers as Coppola,
De Palma, Scott, Eastwood,
Ashby and Soderbergh

A

ndy Garcia started nurturing the idea of becoming an actor
as a high school senior, when a health problem forced him
to give up a promising career in sports and he enrolled in acting
classes at the Florida International University.
Born in Cuba, he left his country with his family after Castro’s
revolution. At the end of the Seventies he moved to Los Angeles
where he launched his career playing a small role in the first
episode of the TV series “Hill Street Blues.”
After a few minor appearances on the big screen, director Hal
Ashby cast him as drug trafficker Angel Moldonado in “8 Million
Ways to Die.” His performance was noticed by director Brian De
Palma, who was looking for the right performer to play one of Al
Capone’s thugs in “The Untouchables.” However, Garcia went
after the role of George Stone, the Italian-American policeman
who becomes associated with FBI officer Elliott Ness, and
eventually he got the part.
Subsequently he was seen in Ridley Scott’s “Black Rain”
alongside Michael Douglas, and in Mike Figgis’ “Internal Affairs”

with Richard Gere, following which he was cast in Francis
Ford Coppola’s “The Godfather: Part III” where he played an
illegitimate nephew of Don Vito Corleone, earning him an
Academy Award nomination as Best Supporting Actor.
Proud of his Cuban roots, Garcia made his directorial and
producing debut in 1993 with a documentary entitled “Cachao?
Como Su Ritmo Ho Hay Dos”, a tribute to Cuban musician
Israel Lopez Cachao. In 2005 he directed his first feature
film, “The Lost City,” a story set in Cuba, where he appeared as
Fico Fellove, the owner of a nightclub in Havana at the time of
Batista’s dictatorship. For this movie, in 2006 Garcia won Imagen
Foundation Awards as Best Director and Best Picture.
In 2001 he starred in Steven Soderbergh’s “Ocean’s Eleven,”
a remake of the movie of the same name directed by Lewis
Milestone in 1960, as well as in its 2004 and 2007 sequels.
Garcia’s recent movies include: Damian Lee’s “A Dark Truth,”
Paul Feig’s “Ghostbusters,” Ol Parker’s “Mamma Mia! Here We
Go Again” and the “The Mule” directed by Clint Eastwood.

his UNFORGETTABLE ROLES
1986

THE FIRST SOCIAL NETWORK WHERE USERS
GET REWARDED TO BE ENTERTAINED
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THE GODFATHER
PART 3

THE
LOST CITY
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franco

nero
a living
legend

Franco Nero has endured over 50 years of cinema,
appearing in some 200 movies and becoming
a household name all over the world

F

ranco Nero is certainly the most popular living Italian actor on the planet.
He is a true legend who, over the course of his long and brilliant career, has
successfully worked in all film genres, from western to auteur movies, from
adventure to police stories, from peplums to war films.
He has appeared alongside cinema legends such as William Holden, Anthony
Quinn, Richard Burton, Orson Welles, Yul Brenner, Catherine Deneuve to
name a few, portraying Russians, Pollocks, Spaniards, Yanks and AmericanIndians.
Because of his good looks and his vivid blue eyes, John Houston noticed young
Franco Nero in 1966 and cast him as the innocent Abel in his colossal movie
“The Bible.”
He has often been the star of many box office hits having performed in exotic or
urban adventures, playing the unforgettable gunman in two legendary spaghetti
westerns – Sergio Corbucci’s “Django” and the obscure “Keoma” by E.G.
Castellari.
Also memorable are his more introspective roles for “Il giorno della civetta,” the
movie based on Leonardo Sciascia’s novel and directed by Damiano Damiani
(Nero worked extensively with Damiani, especially in police movies); Marco
Bellocchio’s “Marcia trionfale”; Luis Buñuel’s “Tristana”; Pasquale Squitieri’s
“I guappi”; and Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s “Querelle de Brest.”.
His eternal charm has earned him roles in more than 200 films globally.
Quentin Tarantino gave him a cameo role in his “Django Unchained” as a tribute
to the actor who is still revered for “Django” by a whole generation of aficionados
and who, as Quentin himself has declared, “is one of the greatest movie stars of
the world, along with Clint Eastwood, Charles Bronson and Alain Delon!”

PREMIERE

NEROS’ ENDLESS LOVE WITH

VANESSA REDGRAVE

THE SILENCE ON
RED LAND BREAKS
THE FOIBE MASSACRES

AND SUDDENLY
IT’S EVENING
FOR NO ONE
TO DIE IN VAIN

Set against a small drug
dealing square at the foot
of Vesuvius, the dreams
and hopes of three families
of different social classes
cross paths – the honest and industrious Dario family who
want to renovate their driving schools; Judge De Martino’s family who would like to eradicate the cancer of the
Camorra (Neapolitan Mafia) and put an end to the feud
between the clans of Don Tonino and the Talebano; and
the family of Moccuso, a Mafia boss on the rise.
But sometimes all it takes is, but a small change of scenery and dreams and hopes are relentlessly swept away.

Franco Nero is Professor Ambrosin in “Red Land” by
Italian Argentinian director Maximiliano Hernando Bruno, a movie that lifts the veil on the tragedy of the Foibe
massacres.
After the Anglo-American armistice in 1943, Italy was in
the grip of chaos. However, the “liberators’ who stormed
into the Istria and Dalmazia territories on the Adriatic
borders, were not English or American – they were the
bloodthirsty Titus’ partisans, determined to massacre a
helpless and confused population.
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francesco

rutelli

anica

aims to re-launch the
audiovisual sector, giving
new impetus to the industry

T

wo years ago, Francesco Rutelli was elected President of ANICA, the
National Association of Film and Audiovisual Industry. During this time
the organization has been developing a number of long awaited rules which are
renewing the sector and will help relaunch the entire industry.
“I believe that this is a memorable time for this industry as it
is going through radical change as far as content production is
concerned,” said Rutelli during the meeting of Culture and Transport
Commissions where reforms were discussed concerning the
promotion of Italian and European works on behalf of audiovisual
media suppliers. “Cinema has been largely threatened by the
dissemination of on-demand TV platforms and online streaming.
We need to improve our product and create content that can be
appreciated internally and also exported beyond national borders.”
Rutelli has also called for unity among the various sectors of the
industry. “The amendment of Article 44 which concerns quotas,
generated many different reactions and this diversity definitely poses
a challenge. We are going through a transition phase that will be
leading us to unexpected solutions.”
Andrea Occhipinti and Francesca Cima

Roberto Stabile,
Head International Department
and Events

Francesco Rutelli and Bill Mechanic

Founded in 1944, ANICA is the association that represents the Italian film, audiovisual and
multimedia industries in dealings with political and union institutions while establishing
relations with all the key players in the promotion of films and communications products in Italy and abroad. Within Italy’s Federation Confindustria Cultura Italia, ANICA is
a member of Confindustria (the Italian Industry Confederation), actively representing the
film industry. The association is divided into three sections: producers, distributors and
technical enterprises (printing and development, film studios and sound-sets, equipment
rental, editing, audio and video post-production, dubbing and transport).
As Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences’s representative in Italy, ANICA selects
Italy’s Oscar candidate for best foreign film. The association is also a founding partner of
the “David di Donatello” Award. ANICA belongs to the Association for the International
Collective Management of Audiovisual Works (AGICOA). Anica is a permanent member of
FAPAV, the Italian Audiovisual Anti-Piracy Federation.
In recent years Anica has enhanced offices, offering services to meet the needs of members that deal with the changing economic and technological environment: tax benefits
for those who invest in the production and distribution of Italian Cinema, access to credit,
relations with regional and local institutions, studies and quantitative analysis and context
information related to specific instruments for the audiovisual sector. In terms of international promotion Anica, in collaboration with the competent public institutions, is developing an activity of consolidation in mature markets and opening new opportunities for the
internazionalization of the audiovisual companies and of the Italian audiovisual product.
Within SIAE and APT, ANICA has established an Italian national agency for the International Standard Audiovisual Number (ISAN), making Italy a part of the international system
for audiovisual registration. ANICA also provides film companies with assistance involving
promotion, working through its subsidiary ANICA Servizi. An ANICA branch office has been
opened in Milan, expanding the Association’s domestic presence.
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A golden year for

bradley cooper&lady gaga
F

or his directorial debut, Bradley Cooper, the acclaimed American actor of Italian origin, chose a true classic
American film – “A Star Is Born,” a timeless story filled with passion, music, love and a heartbreaking
ending.
Opposite Cooper, who delighted the audience in the leading role with his brilliant acting and music talent is
the amazing Lady Gaga, who was given the opportunity to show the world her immense stage presence in all
its natural beauty. Acclaimed throughout the globe for her singing and composing talents, Stefani Angelina
Germanotta, aka Lady Gaga, has now revealed her stunning acting abilities.
For years Lady Gaga has rejected any classification of her body by being a larger than life character, disguising
herself with wigs, heavy make-up and intriguing masks. In “A Star Is Born,” her first cinematic experience,
she has shown her true self as Ally, a beautiful, fierce, melancholic and sweet young woman.
Ally becomes the love interest of Jackson “Jack” Maine (Bradley Cooper), a fading country-rock
star who is dependent on alcohol and drugs. And while on one hand Jackson acknowledges the
Ally’s huge talent and catapults her to international stardom, on the other hand he is rapidly
deteriorating, unable to pull himself together.
This classic story – which over the years has been remade three previous times to
achieve the status of a cult movie – is also centered on how men are often unable to
cope with a woman’s emancipation and success. But despite the film’s tragic ending,
the two real-life performers are literally living a dream with sensational reviews,
audience acceptance along with several Oscar nominations.
After the extraordinary performances delivered in “Silver Linings Playbook,”
“American Hustle” and “American Sniper” (all of which were nominated for
Academy Awards), with “A Star Is Born,” Bradley Cooper has accepted the
challenge of directing an updated version of a cult movie conveying modern
insight and avoiding a melodramatic approach. He has surely met the
challenge and exceeded it at the box office and on the awards circuit.
After having a sensational world premiere at the 2018 Venice Film Festival,
“A Star Is Born” is a main competitors in the Oscar race, receiving eight
well-deserved nods, including Best Picture, Best Actor (Bradley Cooper),
Best Actress (Lady Gaga), Best Supporting Actor (Sam Elliott) and Best
Original Song (“Shallow”).

When music meets love is the main theme of one
of the most of popular films of the past season.
The latest remake of “A Star Is Born” stars a duo
of Italian-American performers who have earned
a rightful place in Hollywood’s universe

his BEST MOVIE ROLES
2009

THE HANGOVER

In his first huge
commercial hit,
Cooper played one
of three friends who
attend a bachelor’s
party and do not
remember anything
of the crazy events
which unfolded
during the night.

2013 In this black comedy
AMERICAN HUSTLE

crime movie, Cooper
was an FBI agent who
collaborates with two
con artists to set up an
elaborate sting operation
on corrupt politicians.
This rollercoaster ride
of a film features iconic
songs from the 70s.
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2012

SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK

In this romantic out-ofthe-box comedy, Cooper played a man with
bipolar disorder who is
determined to win his
wife back but eventually
becomes involved with
a depressed woman
who has relationship
problems.

A 2016
GOLDEN
GLOBE
WINNER
FOR

2014 In this movie directed by
AMERICAN SNIPER

Clint Eastwood, Cooper
portrayed Chris Kyle, the
deadliest marksman in
U.S. military history with
255 kills during four tours
of duty in the Iraq War.
But his military successes
took a heavy toll on his
personal and family life.

THE FILMMAKER

WAS HONORED IN 2013
BY ITALIAN DIRECTOR

LINA WERTMULLER

AMERICAN
HORROR
STORY
31

nick

sopranos
20TH ANNIVERSARY

vallelonga
WRITER OF

The extraordinary series has
marked aa long-lasting
impact on episodic television

“GREEN BOOK”

O

is going for the gold
After a number of roles in independent
movies, the Academy has rightfully
acknowledged the talent of Tony Lip’s son

michael gandolfini

TO PLAY YOUNG TONy IN
‘SOPRANOS’ MOVIE PREQUEL

David Chase

A

ctor, writer, producer and director Nick Vallelonga developed his cinematic visions
at an early age, when, at twelve years old, he appeared in the wedding scenes of
Francis Ford Coppola’s epic “The Godfather.” It was here that his love for filmmaking
was born. He studied acting in New York with highly acclaimed teachers Tom Brennan of
Circle in the Square, William Hickey of HB Studios and Julie Bovasso of the Actors Studio, and appeared in many off-Broadway productions, as well as garnering small acting
roles in films and television.
His first script, “Deadfall,” co-written with director Christopher Coppola, was made
into a feature film starring Nicolas Cage, Michael Biehn, James Coburn, Charlie Sheen,
Peter Fonda, Talia Shire, Angus Scrimm, Clarence Williams III and Micky Dolenz. Nick
then went on to write and direct independent films such as “A Brilliant Disguise,” “In
the Kingdom of the Blind,” “The Man with One Eye Is King,” “All In” and “Stiletto.”
Vallelonga had originally planned to direct “Green Book” for years before turning it
over to Peter Farrelly, who was able to cast Viggo Mortensen and Mahershala Ali in the
lead roles and has made it into a major player in the current awards season. Nick met
Shirley at age five, began interviewing his father Tony Lip and Shirley in the 1980s with
the hope of turning their experience into a movie. He said he received the blessing of
both men, his father instructing him to include the ugly moments that exposed his
own racial prejudices, though Shirley requested that the movie not be made until after
his death.
The success he obtained with “Green Book” has made it easier for Vallelonga to get a
new project, “That’s Amore!” into development. The movie, to be directed by Vallelonga, is a romantic comedy revolving around a 40-year-old bachelor who thinks
he is now past his best years and is resigned to leading an unattractive life and working
in a family-owned pizzeria. One
day, though, he meets Patti Amore, a
solitary and introverted young woman
haunted by the presence of an ultraprotective father and an obscure
secret. These two emotionally scarred
individuals become involved in a
romantic relationship.

academy winner

bobby
moresco
for lamborghini
biopic

TONY LIP VALLELONGA
Mahershala Ali, Peter Farrelly and Viggo Mortensen

linda cardellini
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Patrick John Don Vito

n January 10, 1999 HBO broadcast the first episode
of a new series entitled “The Sopranos” created
by David Chase and revolving around a mob boss who
suffers from panic attacks and decides to undergo
psychoanalysis.
Twenty years later a feature film prequel of this
milestone series, “The Many Saints of Newark,” is about
to begin production. This black comedy has definitely
crossed the boundary between cinema and television, at
a time when TV productions were considered secondclass entertainment, and its actors and writers felt
belittled as in fact they only aspired to work for the big
screen.
With Tony Soprano, his family and friends, television
viewers have explored the hidden mechanisms of
organized crime, and their illegal activities, including
their rites of passage.
But even the black soul of a merciless criminal from
New Jersey (played by the extraordinary late actor James
Gandolfini) can become restless and tormented, and
the mafia Don ended up on a shrink’s couch to cure his
anxiety spurts.
The sessions between Tony and Doctor Melfi (Lorraine
Bracco) represent one of the highest moments ever
reached by a TV show, as they not only perfectly describe
two amazing characters but they also voice the fears and
faults of a contemporary man. This provocative series,
which has also aroused criticism on behalf of many
Italian-Americans, soon became a cult, having inspired
marketing strategies, University dissertations and
culinary recipes!
Broadcast from 1999 and 2007, “The Sopranos” has
received many awards including five Golden Globes and
21 Emmys. It is especially recognized for overcoming
the usual clichés linked to the Mafia, and for exposing
the daily and ordinary lives of criminals without any
romantic implications.

TO STAR IN ‘FONZO’
WITH TOM HARDY
AND MATT DILLON

‘THE GODFATHER,’ ‘GOODFELLAS’ AND OTHER ROLES

Frank “Tony Lip” Vallelonga (July 30, 1930 - January 4, 2013) leveraged his roots as
a working-class Italian-American to become a nightclub bouncer who hobnobbed
with entertainers as well as an actor of moderate success. In the 1960s he was hired
as a chauffeur and security guard for African-American pianist Don Shirley, an experience dramatized in the 2018 film “Green Book.” Vallelonga later carved out a niche
playing a tough guy on screen, most notably as crime boss Carmine Lupertazzi on the
hit HBO series “The Sopranos.” Following his brief showing in “The Godfather,” Lip
made uncredited appearances in other acclaimed films like “Dog Day Afternoon” (1975)
and “Raging Bull” (1980), before settling into a niche as a stereotypical wise guy. He portrayed real-life mobsters in “Goodfellas” (1990) and “Donnie Brasco” (1997), eventually
compiling more than two dozen credits over 35-plus years in the industry.
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italian fashion

…AND THE AWARD GOES TO…
gianluca

Hollywood stars
compete to wear
the most exclusive
clothing from Italy’s top
fashion designers

isaia

W

hen the awards season starts heating up, the red carpet
becomes an exciting showcase for movie and music stars
along with international show business players. At a time when
Hollywood begins to bestow honors on the world’s top artists,
attendees at gala events also aspire to be noticed for their
sophisticated looks, and to become “kings” or “queens” of
elegance, a title which is welcomed as much as a prize.
A spot-on outfit, a daringly sumptuous dress and original
accessories contribute to heightening their images at a global
level. Not to mention the importance that their attire holds for
fashion stylists because when celebrities glide over the red-carpet
extraordinary visibility is also given to the maisons de haute
couture.
Once again Italian fashion houses dominate the scene with their highend creations: Armani, Gucci, Versace, Valentino, Prada, Miu Miu,
Alberta Ferretti, Giambattista and Valli are some of the renowned
maisons that catered to the look of top celebrities including Lady
Gaga, Saorse Ronan, Claire Foy, Sandra Oh, Sofia Carson, Gemma
Chan, Taylor Swift and Regina King to name just a few.
Should we also bet that the Oscars are going to be almost “all
Italian” in terms of fashion?

Glenn Close in Armani

Lady Gaga in Valentino

BRINGS
NEAPOLITAN STYLE
IN THE WORLD
T

he elegant creations of the Neapolitan brand Isaia&Isaia – one of the most
iconic Italian maisons – are especially admired for their tasteful blending of
tradition and innovation as well as for their touch of Neapolitan humor.
Founded in 1957 by Enrico Isaia, after a long tailoring career that started in the
twenties, the company has been able to reinvent men’s fashion, restyling the
look of contemporary gentlemen and turning them into world citizens with a
Mediterranean soul.
Today the brand’s philosophy is represented by Gianluca Isaia, a thirdgeneration heir of a maison responsible for creations of undisputed quality
as well as for new stylish designs that can meet the increasing trends of the
global market. Isaia has built a solid relationship of trust and reliability with
his clients, taking the “red coral” brand to a leading place in the worldwide
industry. The company’s taste for globality is expressed by Helmut Newton’s
sophisticated commercial campaigns and its enchanting garments created
at the Casalnuovo di Napoli’s skillful traditional workshops are more and
more sought after by celebrities who especially wish to wear them under the
floodlights of the awards season.

Alfonso Cuaron
Florian Henckel
von Donnersmarck

Victor Cruz

Sandra Oh
34
in Versace

Saoirse Ronan in Gucci

Claire Foy in Miu Miu

Spike Lee in Versace

Rami Malek

Chris Pratt

Paul Feig

Will Smith

Vince Vaughn

BETWEEN CULTURE
AND SOCIAL
COMMITMENT
In October 2018, the
Foundation Enrico Isaia and
Maria Pepillo was created,
with a mandate to promote
Neapolitan fashion and
culture.
“The Foundation will launch
a number of enthralling
Maria Pepillo
projects,” according to
and Enrico Isaia
Gianluca Isaia, CEO of the
company and President
of the Foundation. “Its dual purpose is to
involve young people whilst providing a
prestigious showcase for the art of clothes
making.”
The foundation will help preserve and pass
on handicrafts and traditions, also fostering
important medical projects, to highlight the
Neapolitan culture and its beauty, rich with
passion and generosity.
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maria grazia

cucinotta
The Sicilian actress and producer,
an icon of beauty and charm, is also known
and respected for her charitable causes

M

aria Grazia Cucinotta was born in July on a scorching summer day in Sicily and her star sign, Leo,
has blessed her with a fierce and bold personality, which is especially expressed by her unique
and iconic smile. And from her land she inherited the courage and determination to make her
dreams come true.
A global icon of Mediterranean beauty, Cucinotta was soon able to fill the void left by other Italian
divas, from Sophia Loren to Gina Lollobrigida.
In 1987, at the age of 19, she placed third in the Miss Italia contest. Soon afterwards she was
discovered by Renzo Arbore who signed her for his TV show «Indietro tutta.” But it was the
role of Beatrice, Massimo Troisi’s fiancée in Michael Radford’s “The Postman” that brought
her to the international scene.
Cucinotta was then inundated with numerous job offers. Comedian Leonardo Pieraccioni
hired her for “I laureati,” a film where she played a sensitive photo romance magazine
actress who becomes the object of the main character’s erotic dreams. After that she was
cast in the Spanish horror movie “El Dìa de la Bestia” directed by Alex de la Iglesia and in
Maurizio Ponzi’s “Italians,” where she played a young single mother on the run who gives
birth to her child on a train to Milan. The following year, she appeared alongside Anthony
Quinn and Raoul Bova in Ugo Fabrizio Giordano’s “Il sindaco.”
The beautiful Sicilian performer was soon welcomed in Hollywood. In 1999 she was the
featured in an episode of the hit series “The Sopranos,” she played a Bond Girl in “The World
is Not Enough” opposite Pierce Brosnan for director Michael Apted, and she appeared in
“Picking Up the Pieces” with Woody Allen, David Schwimmer and Sharon Stone.
In 2005 Cucinotta made her debut as a film producer with “All the Invisible
Children,” an anthology movie comprised of seven short films, each directed
by a different filmmaker, including Emir Kusturica, Spike Lee, Ridley Scott and
John Woo. The film’s common thread is the theme of childhood as it explores the
inhuman exploitation of helpless creatures who suffer from social plagues in a
world of indifferent adults who seem to ignore them.
Since 2007, Cucinotta has been an active member of “Un mondo di solidarietà,” a
charity project created in collaboration with Diego Flora to help children in need
all over the world.

Maria Grazia Cucinotta with Massimo Troisi and Anthony Quinn

STANDING WITH CHILDREN
THROUGH THE PROJECT

UN MONDO DI
SOLIDARIETà
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Everything’s
Going Smooth

(tutto liscio)

THE TIMELESS
CHARM
OF ITALIAN
FOLK MUSIC
A bittersweet comedy with a
happy ending, a story about the
importance of pursuing one’s
dreams and keeping a family
together, and a tribute to “Liscio,”
the well-known ballroom folk
music typical of Romagna,
a beautiful region located along
the North-Eastern Italian coast.

Piero Maggiò, Maria Grazia Cucinotta
and Mirko Casadei

Giuseppe Giacobazzi

Serena Grandi

Ivano Marescotti

Giorgia Pagliacci

B

rando “Brown,” leader of the band “Tuttoliscio,” is a dreamer and a keen traditionalist. Had he been born in
the US, he would probably wear a cowboy hat and play country music with a guitar. However, being from Rimini
is not that different: they have the sea, the beach, lots of attractive girls, and the ‘Liscio,’ the Italian folk music
which Brando’s family has proudly played for generations.
He plays, sings, jumps and infects the audience with his incredible energy. Brando shows nothing but true love
for the Riviera and its people. He often remembers when he was a child and loved to be on stage and watch the
performances of his family’s orchestra. He struggles to bring forth the tradition despite the harsh competition and
the changing fashions.
Apart from his professional hardships, Brando has been deserted by his wife Anna, an event which he suffers
immensely especially because he is forced to be far away from his beloved daughter Giulia, a sweet and mature
girl who is willing to do anything to reunite her parents. Giulia decides to enroll “Tuttoliscio” in the “Festival del
mare,” an important international music contest. In order to enter, the band must have in it at least one winner of
international awards. And guess who does? Her mother! Will Giulia be able to see her parents back together and
save them from bankruptcy?

LEGENDARY ALL - ITALIAN
CASADEI ORCHESTRA
Raoul Casadei, known as the ‘King of Liscio’ for over five decades has
represented Romagna’s traditional folk music throughout the world.
Thanks to his music, Italians have danced, had a good time and often
even met their soulmates. Casadei’s ‘liscio’ is played everywhere, at
parties, at town fairs and for many, many years it has characterized the
life of a specific province off the Adriatic Sea. In their presentation of
a cheerful, positive, optimistic and carefree environment and atmosphere, Casadei and his orchestra are able to reach out to all generations and delight adults and children alike. Casadei’s passion has been
passed down from father to son: after Raoul’s retirement, his son Mirko
is now taking their music everywhere – from Europe to Australia, from
the United States and Canada to South America and beyond.
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mckay
of THE year

The dramedy “Vice” explores the secrets
behind Dick Cheney, the powerful man who
for eight years maneuvered the political events
during the presidency of George W. Bush.
This brilliant and corrosive biopic has been
nominated for eight Academy Awards
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Hollywood’s
War for India

Moonves, a #MeToo cover-up
and the culture of casting
P L U S A new accuser:
My pitch meeting gone bad

AQUA WOMAN

Amber Heard on famous men
and a splashy new role

ACADEMY MUSEUM:
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The Marvelous
Maisel Costumes
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Disney, Netﬂix and
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Chaos.
Breakthrough.
Beauty.
The Actor Roundtable
From left: Timothee Chalamet, Richard E. Grant,
Hugh Jackman, Mahershala Ali, Chadwick Boseman
and Viggo Mortensen were photographed in L.A.

C H A STA I N ’S
C RUSA DE
The two-time Oscar nominee steps up as a leader of Hollywood’s
gender parity movement, preaching radical change and demanding inclusion
on every project she touches: ‘Your silence is your discrimination’

From left: Glenn Close,
Kathryn Hahn, Regina King,
Rachel Weisz, Lady Gaga
and Nicole Kidman were
photographed in L.A.

‘Strength in
Vulnerability’
The Actress Roundtable
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atire has always been a vital ingredient of Adam McKay’s movies.
After rising through the ranks of the popular TV show “Saturday
Night Live” in the 90’s, in 2004 McKay made his directorial debut with one of the most hilarious and memorable comedies of all
times: “Anchorman – The Legend of Ron Burgundy,” a story that he
wrote and co-produced with Will Ferrell. Behind its playful and irreverent comedy, the film revealed criticism against the media driven
by cut-throat ambition.
A fan of unusual stories, McKay went on to direct “The Ballad of Ricky
Bobby” and “The Other Guys,” where he successfully blended action
and comedy.
2015 was the year of his turning point: “The Big Short” simultaneously followed the story of three groups of people who understand what
caused the American financial crisis in 2008, thus taking enormous
advantage from their discovery. The film is a profound analysis of a
dramatic period that deeply scarred the United States, seen through
the eyes of those who were most affected by a crisis that many described as the Great Depression of 2000s.The movie earned five Oscar
nominations and one win for Best Adapted Screenplay, for its writers,
McKay and Charles Randolph.
In his next movie, McKay decided to up the ante by going to the White
House. “Vice” is a brilliant and corrosive biopic that tells the story
of Dick Cheney (played by Christian Bale who won a Golden Globe as
Best Actor), from his political ascent to the role of Vice President of
the United States of America. It has been proven that for eight years,
from 2000 to 2008 Cheney was the political puppeteer behind George
W. Bush’s government. A sly old fox, this Republican leader, despite
his lack of charisma, masterfully maneuvered the State’s machine
making daring and unscrupulous decisions, with regard to the invasion of Iraq in 2003, the crisis caused by September 11, CIA-gate (for
which chief of staff Scooter Libby was condemned) and the violation
of the Geneva conventions regarding the crime of torture.
“Vice” is a movie that brilliantly speaks out against Cheney, his ego,
his leadership and the hypocritical ideals of his family who did not
hesitate to turn their back on their daughter Mary when she revealed
her homosexuality. This bitter and disquieting comedy on the use
and abuse of power, is in the running for eight Academy Awards.

Adam McKay and Christian Bale

Adam McKay and family

the
big
shot

best
screenplay
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Talented

matteo

rovere
IS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Huge popularity has inundated this
young filmmaker whose latest movie
is the story of a Western myth
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Always supporting
the best Italian Cinema
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ver the past few years there has been a major revitalization of
the so-called “genre movies,” feeding a new impulse in Italian
filmmaking, and drawing inspiration from the big and successful
movies of the past.
One of the auteurs who is leading this newly emerging trend is Matteo Rovere, a director, screenwriter and producer who, despite his
young age, has already tried his hand in many daring and stylish
short movies and feature films. An avid film fan, Rovere has also
produced two documentaries dedicated to a duo of luminaries of
Italian film history: “Pietro Germi – Il bravo, il bello, il cattivo” by
Claudio Bondi, and “Ritratto di mio padre” by Maria Sole Tognazzi,
where the latter has explored the work of his father Ugo Tognazzi, a
true master of Italian comedy.
Rovere’s directorial debut, “Un gioco da ragazze,” was an objective
and controversial portrait of a generation who likes living dangerously. This work was followed by “Gli sfiorati,” based on the novel
of the same name written by Sandro Veronesi. But only with “Veloce
come il vento” has the roman filmmaker finally been recognized by
audiences and critics alike, and he has become established as one of
the most interesting representatives of the new Italian cinema.
His film “Veloce come il vento,” a family drama set against the world
of car races, has been acclaimed in more than 40 countries including Germany, Japan, China, Australia, France, South America,
Russia, South Korea and Taiwan.
After delving into film production with “I Can Quit Whenever I
Want,” Rovere went back behind the camera to shoot “Romulus &
Remus - The First King,” an ambitious nine-million-euro project
featuring the chaos and cruelness of an ancient world where an archaic language is spoken. Alessandro Borghi and Alessio Apice – who
portray the two leading characters – underwent five months of physical training to appear in the film where an array of archeologists,
semiologists, linguists and history experts have been consulted to
help tell the legend of Rome’s founding, and explore the mysterious
origin of a city that would conquer the world.
The historical epic is produced by Rovere and Andrea Paris’ Groenlandia with Rai Cinema, in association with Roman Citizen and
Belgian Gapbusters.

PRODUCER OF THE SAGA

I CAN QUIT WHENEVER I WANT
THE EPIC FOUNDING OF ROME IN

romulus & remus
THE FIRST KING

Romolus, a devotee of the Triple
Deity, survives herding goats near
the Tiber, together with his brother
Remo. A sudden and violent river
flood sweeps them over and the
two young men are stranded on
the shore of Albalonga, the city of
the Iron Warriors. When Romulus
and Remus are captured and taken
prisoners, they are forced to take
part in the terrifying cults of the
Triple Deity carried out by Satnei (Tania Garibba), a vestal
virgin who witnesses – undaunted – the deadly fights
among prisoners. Remo proves all the strength, intelligence and charisma of a true leader. But his skepticism
towards Romolo’s religious belief triggers a relentless
chain of events that generates tragic consequences and
that will result with the birth of the city of Rome.
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iginio

straffi

BRINGING ITALIAN
excellence
TO THE WORLD
According to “Variety,” the founder
and CEO of Rainbow is one of the most
influential executives in the global
entertainment industry

winx club

ON DISPLAY IN MILAN

I

ginio Straffi is the Founder and President of Rainbow Group, headquartered
in Le Marche region of Italy. Rainbow is the largest and leading animation
studio in Europe, well known for its world-famous TV show, “Winx Club.”
Straffi’s passion and artistic talent in writing and drawing comics was evident
at a young age while he was still in University, when he was discovered by Italy’s
leading and most prestige publishing house, ‘Sergio Bonelli Editore’ in Milan.
He was hired as lead creative artist for its well-known comic book series‘Nick
Raider,’ making him the youngest artist to ever have such responsibility at the
firm. Very quickly, Straffi’s talented works landed him on many TV and Movies
projects for various animation studios around Europe.
In 1995, Straffi decided to move back to Italy, where in his native region, Le
Marche, he established a small animation studio, Rainbow. In just over 10
years, under Straffi’s visionary leadership, Rainbow rapidly grew into an international entertainment Group comprising 10 companies from TV and Movie
studio to Animation Academy to Publishing House to Digital Game Studio to
Theme Parks and Recreation. Straffi creates and directs Rainbow’s key and
most successful TV and Movie projects. His most successful creation, Winx
Club, was first telecast in 2004 and instantly became a worldwide phenomenon
for kids 4-10. The show is now broadcast in over 150 countries reaching over
100 million viewers every month. He has also directed 3 Winx CGI movies “The
Secret of the Lost Kingdom” (2007), “ The Magic Adventure” in 3D (2010) and
the latest in production “ The Mystery of the Abyss” (2014).
Today Winx Club has grown from a TV show into a household brand in Europe
among girls, boasting a brand awareness of over 90% in most countries. There
are over 6,000 different products from toys to apparel bearing the Winx Club
brand at retail. Its tremendous success has helped put Rainbow as the 12th
largest World Leading Licensor.
Straffi is also the artistic genius behind other top-rated Rainbow global TV
successes such as Huntik, PopPixie, Monster Allergy, Tommy & Oscar and Mia
and Me.
“I grew up in a wonderful land near the Sibillini Mountains, where a child had
unlimited spaces to free his imagination. If I think back at my childhood, I can
still feel the excitement of adventure, the pleasure of listening to stories and
telling stories, my desire to stop time through writing and drawing. I was lucky
enough to see my childhood dreams come true and I hope that my story can
inspire all children to never stop dreaming,” he explains.
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Iginio Straffi and Ted Sarandos

U.S.PREMIERE

LET ME INTRODUCE
YOU TO SOFIA
by Guido Chiesa
Gabriele is the divorced and
very caring dad of 10-yearold Sofia. When his friends
introduce him to new women, Gabriele speaks about his daughter all the time,
thus chasing them away. One day Mara, an old friend,
swoops into Gabriele’s life. On their first date, Mara
tells Gabriele that not only she doesn’t want to have
children, but that she hates them. And in the heat of
passion, Gabriele says nothing about Sofia.

U.S.PREMIERE

WHEN MOM IS AWAY
by Alessandro Genovesi
Carlo and Giulia are married
with three children. Carlo,
completely absorbed by
work is an absentee father
while Giulia, who has decided to leave her work to devote all her time to the family, is tired and stressed out by home life and decides
to treat herself to a ten-day holiday. Carlo will therefore
be forced to take on the role of a full-time “house-husband.” But the ensuing arguments, disasters and near
tragedies give Carlo and his children a chance to finally
get to know each other better.

colorado film

FROM COMEDY TO THRILLER

C

olorado Film is a production
company founded by Maurizio
Totti, Gabriele Salvatores and Diego
Abatantuono in 1986. Since 2010, the
company’s CEO has been Alessandro
Usai. In 2017 Rainbow bought a majority
stake in Colorado, breathing life into a
groundbreaking and high-profile entertainment hub whose goals include its
expansion into foreign film markets.
Donato Carrisi
Last year, Colorado’s films received
stunning box office results, especially
for Donato Carrisi’s “La ragazza nella nebbia,” a
thriller that has been acclaimed by audiences and
critics alike and that has aroused particular interest
both on national and international fronts. The
company’s change of pace particularly shows in the
production of auteur movies like Laura Bispuri’s
“Figlia mia” and comedies like “Let Me Introduce
You to Sofia,” which are helping to promote and
disseminate the Italian cinema beyond its national
borders. Donato Carrisi, who alongside filmmaking
continues to pursue his writing career, has recently
started principal photography on his second feature
movie, “L’uomo del labirinto”.

Maurizio Totti

Alessandro Usai

fabio
de luigi
king

NEW
BOX OFFICE
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The magic lives on

2006-2019 • fourteen Successful Years

2006

(February 26-March 4)
The Italian cinema passed
the test at the first L.A. Italia Festival
with over 10,000 viewers attending thirty
movie screenings.
Even though our Academy Award
nominees didn’t win - Cristina
Comencini, director of “Don’t Tell”;
Gabriella Pescucci, costume designer
for “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”
and Dario Marinelli, music composer
for “Pride & Prejudice”- the Capri
Nel Mondo Institute took homethe
awareness that “… a solid bridge for a
cultural exchange is being built – since
1995 – between the Island of Capri
with its “Capri, Hollywood” festival and
Los Angeles, California,” as declared
by Pascal Vicedomini, founder and
producer of these two events. Hollywood
also witnessed the debut of festival
co-founders Marina Cicogna, Franco
Nero, Lina Wertmuller and Tony Renis
(regarded as the musical ‘soul’ of the
group and immediately elected its
“Honorary Chairman”).
For starters, the 2006 L.A. Italia event,
whose official poster of the festival
featured a night shot of the Colosseum,
enjoyed the support of Cim Group Inc
(with its principal Shaul Kuba), the Lazio
Region, and Rai Trade, as well as Mibac
(D.G.Cinema). Among the attractions
that mostly engaged the audience,
we recall: 1) Lina Wertmuller’s film
retrospective: The well-known Italian
director was treated to a Hollywood party
in her honor organized by producer David
Codikov, complete with a welcoming
speech by Al Pacino. She was also invited
to lecture a class of students attending
the University Southern California;
2) A retrospective about the talented
Gabriele Muccino, presenting his first
all-American movie with Will Smith;
3) Valentino and Gabriella Pescucci’s
costume exhibitions, the first based on
nine elegant party gowns created for
Gwyneth Paltrow, Renée Zellweger, Cate
Blanchett, Kate Beckinsale, Jennifer
Garner, Kate Hudson, Sandra Bullock
and Elle MacPherson; the second on
nine costumes created by Sartoria Tirelli
in Rome for Michelle Pfeiffer, Jessica
Lange, Uma Thurman, Demi Moore,
Monica Bellucci, Jacqueline Bisset,
Catherine Deneuve, Robert De Niro
and Johnny Depp; 5) A photo expo on
cinema in the Lazio Region, attended by
two masters of the Italian haute cuisine:
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Mel Gibson and Sylvester Stallone

Larry King, Al Pacino and Michele Placido together at LA Italia 2013 for the Inaugural “Jack Valenti
Legend Award”

chefs Massimo Riccioli and Anna Dente;
6) NIAF’s big gala night at the Regent
Beverly Wilshire led by Jack Valenti (then
the long-time president of the Motion
Picture Association of America) with two
exceptional guests: Oscar –winning actor
Ernest Borgnine and L.A. Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa.
Actors Raoul Bova, Stefania Rocca,
Enrico Lo Verso and Carlo Carlei stood
out among the official delegation, as
did songwriter Gigi D’Alessio who was
touring the West Coast at that time.
Among the illustrious guests were
Oscar recipients Norman Jewison
and Jon Voight (who recently was the
extraordinary protagonist of the Rai-Lux
Vide TV movie dedicated to Pope John
Paul II, a role that won him and producer
Tom Sternberg the L.A. Italia Excellence
Award, designed by Micucci). With them
were Paul Mazursky, Jacqueline Bisset,
Dolph Lundgren, Roxanna Arquette, the
up-and-coming star Gerard Butler, Keith
Carradine and finally, producers Larry
Turman, Lawrence Bender, Steven Paul
and Barry Navidi.
The divine Ms. Sophia Loren made an
appearance at the Silvia Damiani event.

2007

(February 18-24) This
was the year of the big
popular festival breakthrough on the
West Coast: costume designer Milena
Canoero was awarded her third Oscar –
for Sofia Coppola’s “Marie Antoinette”.
Sadly no prize went to makeup magicians
Signoretti and Sodano.

Children”, produced by MKFilm and
Maria Grazia Cucinotta with UNICEF and
the World Food Program.
There was also a memorable tribute to
maestro Ennio Morricone, who received
the Academy’s Lifetime Achievement
Award from Clint Eastwood. Not to
mention Italian rocker Vasco Rossi’s
surprise appearance at the special
screening of Stefano Salvati’s video-clip,
in which he was the lead character.
The 2007 edition guests included Raoul
Bova with Federico Moccia, Claudia
Gerini with Federico Zampaglione
and, next to Valeria Golino, Hollywood
first-timer Riccardo Scamarcio, who
connected immediately with Jeff
Goldblum. Director

Liza Minnelli

Bono Vox

Giulio Base, together with Dolph
Lundgren and the Cruz sisters, Penelope
and Monica, introduced his new movie
“L’inchiesta”. Italian-American
screenwriter Bobby Moresco (Academy
Award for “Crash”) debuted as festival
chairman that year, too. At the Chinese
Theatre, and at the Italian Lounge at
Trastevere in Hollywood & Highland
Center (where singer Agostino Penna
performed beautifully), Oscar winner
Pietro Scalia, Carlo Gabriel Nero, Stefano
Veneruso, Martina Stella, Luca Lionello,
actors Matthew Modine, John Savage,
Gina Gershon, film directors Harold
Becker and Mick Davis, and producers
Avi Lerner and Chiara Tilesi were there
too.
The official image of the 2007 Festival

Marco Bellocchio, Joel Schumacher
and Bobby Moresco

The L.A. Italia event calendar presented
a brilliant retrospective dedicated to
legendary movie master Mario Monicelli,
who was presented with a Lifetime
Achievement Award by General Consul
Diego Brasioli and IIC Director Francesca
Valente, as well as with honors from
the University of Southern California
by Dean Elizabeth Dailey. This was the
year of the collaboration with Shoah
Foundation and Mimmo Calopresti’s
documentary, “Volevo solo vivere”,
screened on the opening day of the
festival. The emotionally-charged
event engaged both audiences and the
media, who rushed in to listen to the
speech given by Douglas Greenberg,
Executive Director of USC’s Shoah
Foundation Institute for Visual History
and Education. It was also the year of the
charity gala event for the movie “Invisible

Mario Monicelli with
Francesca Valente and Diego Brasioli

Norman Jewison

Fulvio Lucisano

Dennis Hopper

Vittorio Grigolo

Douglas Kirkland

Marco Risi

edition was Venice’s Grand Canal, owing
to an explicit request by the Venice
Casino that supports the event together
with Cinecittà Holding, the Lazio Region,
the Campania Region, Sangemini and
Cafe do Brazil.

2008

(February 17-23) The
festival that year started
in the best possible way: Bernardo
Bertolucci got a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame, a tribute granted by the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce upon
the request of the Capri Nel Mondo
Institute. The Maestro was unable
to attend due to his ailing health but
nevertheless his star was unveiled in
front of the Chinese Theatre.
The classic Italian cinema was
represented by directors Carlo Lizzani
and Citto Maselli, who were given the IIC
Lifetime Achievement award by General
Consul Nicola Faganello, and who – at the
Chinese Theatre – gave an award to an
exceptional guest: Italian-American actor
and director Sylvester Stallone.
Dante Ferretti, however, (with Francesca
Lo Schiavo) was the main attraction as
he received his second Oscar for his
design of Tim Burton’s “Sweeney Todd”
sets. The same thrill was generated when
composer Dario Marianelli basked in
his moment of glory, bringing home
the legendary statuette for scoring Joe
Wright’s “Atonement”. The only one
left out was the third Italian candidate,
Andrea Jublin, a contender in the short
film category.
The Italian delegation also included
actor and filmmaker Michele Placido,
Lina Sastri, Raoul Bova, Enrico Lo Verso
and newcomers Valeria Solarino (the
Festival ‘godmother’), Federico Moccia,
Francesco Apolloni, Louis Nero, Ilaria
Borrelli, Maurizio Aiello and Antonella
Ponziani.
Famous Italian songwriter Ron and the
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Giovanna Mezzogiorno
and Raoul Bova

2009

Massimo Ranieri and Mickey Rourke

Bologna-born ‘soulman’ Andrea Mingardi
were highly appreciated for their musical
contributions.
Next to them, a few giants of the US
industry: Oscar winners Steven Zaillian,
Paul Haggis and F. Murray Abraham
(who was involved with Stefano Todini
and Patrizia Pellegrino in a small movie
shot in Umbria). And then Steven Seagal,
Keith Carradine, Treat Williams, Tomas
Arana, Johan Collins, Lindsay Lohan,
Sofia Vergara (still unknown to the
mainstream), Romina Power with her
brother Tyrone Jr. and producers Mark
Canton, Jeremy Thomas, Kevin King and
Humberto Gatica.
The official image of the 2008 edition
was the Gulf of Naples projected onto a
number of Hollywood buildings. The size
of the audience revealed the growth of the
event: about 13,000 people attended the
Italian Art Gallery set up at the Hollywood
& Highland Center. A photographic
exhibition was arranged by the
Experimental Centre of Cinematography
about Bernardo Bertolucci with the title
“Durante la rivoluzione” and “La Via del
Petrolio” (in collaboration with Eni) was
screened. Much admiration was generated
by the costumes designed by artist Catia
Dottori for Lizzani’s film “Hotel Meina”
and by the haute couture creations by
late designer Egon Von Furstenberg
(presented by his children Alex and
Tatiana and by his ex-wife Diane von
Furstenberg, now a fashion
icon). 15,000 viewers visited the
Mann Chinese 6 theatre to watch
a selection of contemporary and
classic movies. Among the other
events, particularly appreciated
was the tribute to Luciano
Pavarotti (with the screening of
the movie “Yes, Giorgio”), a few
months after the tenor’s death.
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Silvia, Christian and Brando De Sica

(February 15-21)
The work of
legendary Vittorio de Sica was
celebrated, with speeches by
actor-director Dennis Hopper and Mark
and James Canton at the Mann Chinese
6 Theatre, where they expressed their
love for the Italian cinema “maestro.”
De Sica’s son Christian and grandson
Brando proudly waved the Oscar won by
the filmmaker (for “La Ciociara”), to the
audience which included film director
Pupi Avati and his film-producer brother
Antonio, both of whom received a warm
Hollywood welcome as witnesses of the
great contemporary cinema who have
made their mark on the history of world
entertainment. Pupi Avati was lauded
with a movie retrospective, the IIC
prize, and a tribute at U.S.C. arranged by
young professor Alex Ago and about 500
students.
2008 was the year of “Gomorra” – the big
hit movie by Matteo Garrone exposing
Naples’ criminal underworld. “Los
Angeles, Italia” promoted a positive side
of the city with movies

Milena Canonero

Treat Williams

shot in the Gulf that are part of film history
and special guests from its surroundings.
Chief among them was Massimo Ranieri, a
legendary representative of the Neapolitan
theatre and song who, after showing his
film about Pulcinella, gave the mask of
Lello Esposito as a gift to Oscar favorite
Mickey Rourke (“The Wrestler”) who
had just attended the Gala at the Kodak
Theatre. With them, director Pappi
Corsicato, musicians Tony Esposito and
songwriter Guido Lembo who, at Jack
and Leslie Kavanaugh’s home, involved
Michael Bublè and Tony Renis in an
improvised concert. Same response for
Guido at the Chinese Theatre where along
with anchor-woman Simona Ventura,
another star was singing: ItalianAmerican “Easy Rider” interpreter, Peter
Fonda.
Stylist Rocco Barocco arranged an haute
couture exhibition at the Italian Art
Gallery at Hollywood & Highland Center:
twenty “vintage” costumes told the story of
twenty years of work within an exceptional
background: the photographic exhibition
“La Campania e il Cinema.”
One of the most emotional moments
was the tribute to legendary
producer Franco Cristaldi
(“Cinema Paradiso”) with his
wife Zeudi Araya and director
Massimo Spano, accompanied
by Michelangelo. The guests
included Marco Pontecorvo, Maria
Sole Tognazzi, Adriano Giannini,
Antonio Cupo. Flautist Andrea
Griminelli and composer Andrea
Morricone and concert performer

Jon Voight

Monica and Penelope Cruz with Giulio Base

Irene Veneziano wowed the audience.
Other glittering personalities on hand
were: Malin Akerman, David Boreanaz,
Gina Gershon, Heather Graham, Ioan
Gruffudd, John Landis, Rodrigo Santoro,
Christian Slater, Lesley Ann Warren
and anche Micah Alberti and Rumer
Willis, Moran Atias, Darin Brooks,
Clare Casey, Erika Christensen, Randi
Ingerman, Katherine Kelly Lang, Alex
Meneses, Brigitte Nielsen, Francisco
Quinn, Jonathan Tucker, Nathalia Ramos;
producers Michael Burns, Mike Nozik
and Philippe Martinez; super agents and
managers of the ‘biz’ industry Jack Gilardi,
Jason Weinberg, David Guillod, Tracy
Brennan.
And when everything seemed to be over,
the lights suddenly came up again to shine
on the greatest international diva ever to
grace the Oscars’ red carpet: Neapolitan
Sophia Loren.

2010

(February 28-March 6)
2010 Oscar winners Mauro
Fiore (DP) and Michael Giacchino (music
composer); makeup artists

Rosanna Arquette

Denny Mendez

Daryl Hannah

Aldo Signoretti and Vittorio Sodano,
screenwriters Armando Iannucci and
Alessandro Camon, composer Marco
Beltrami, and sound engineer Tony
Lamberti were the eight artists at the
center of the promotion of Oscar Night.
Next to them, Oscar-winning director
Gabriele Salvatores and actor Fabio De
Luigi attended the world premiere of their
movie “Happy Family”. The event was
highlighted on US television as that two
exceptional ‘godfathers’ were to welcome
their Italian colleagues at the Mann
Chinese 6 Theatre: Sylvester Stallone and
Samuel L. Jackson.
2010 L.A. Italia started under the best
of auspices due to the participation of
director Enzo G. Castellari, underlined – on
Sunday February 28th – by the arrival at
the Mann Chinese 6 Theatre of celebrated
Italian-American colleague Quentin
Tarantino (nominated for eight Oscars
for the movie “Inglourious Basterds”
loosely inspired by Castellari’s film “Quel
maledetto treno blindato”). And also due
to the acknowledgement of tenor Andrea

Lindsay Lohan

Siedah Garrett, Francesco De Gregori,
Elisabetta Canalis and Steven Zaillian

Clint Eastwood with Maria and Ennio Morricone

Bocelli by the Capri Nel Mondo Institute:
a legendary star on the Hollywood Walk
of Fame was to be awarded on March 2nd.
The event was celebrated the evening
before, with a gala presented – for the first
time ever in the Italian entertainment
industry – at Grauman’s Chinese Theatre,
where – with 1,000 people attending –
Bocelli received a prize from the hand of
the beautiful actress Rosario Dawson. The
Tuscany-born tenor shared the celebration
with his US producer David Foster, who
was in turn presented with an award by
Salvatores. A similar prize was given to
Warner Bros. marketing chief Sue Kroll.
The godmother for 2010 L.A. Italia
was Sicilian actress Isabella Ragonese.
She was accompanied by Christian De
Sica, Massimo Ghini, young Rosabell
Laurenti Sellers (for the California
premiere of “Mi ricordo di Anna Frank”
by Alberto Negrin), Luca Guadagnino,
for the California premiere of “I Am
Love”, Maria Grazia Cucinotta, Marco
Bonini with director Edoardo Leo,
actor Leopoldo Mastelloni, for a special
tribute to Federico
Fellini. And among the
other celebrities we saw
Oscar winner Forest
Whitaker, the godfather
of the opening day, Oscar
winner Helen Mirren and
director Taylor Hackford,
to express their regard
for Franco Nero. Other
guests were: Gedeon
Burkhard, Sofia Milos,
Luis Prieto, Moran Atias,
Andrea Osvart, Eugenya
Chernishova, Francisco Queen, producer
Harvey Weinstein, the undisputed King of
Hollywood during the Award Season.

2011

(February 20-26) A tribute
to legendary producer Dino
De Laurentiis opened the event with
remarks by his wife Martha and his
daughter Dina and a documentary by
journalist Tonino Pinto. The audience
also included Italian-American actor
Joe Mantegna (awarded with L.A. Italia’s

Jeff Goldblum

Christian Slater

Dougral Greenberg and wife

Harold Becker, Barri Navidi and Bernard Hiller

Gabriella Pescucci and Sandy Powell
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2015
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Joan Collins and Percy Gibson

Helen Mirren and Taylor Hackford

Excellence Award), his colleague Tony
Musante (awarded by Cinecittà Luce) and
great director Marco Bellocchio who was
the protagonist of all the festival events
taking place at the Chinese Theatre, the
University of Southern California and
IIC where he was awarded the Lifetime
Achievement Award.
Among the other festival stars: the étoile
Roberto Bolle who became the symbol
of this year’s festival, as well as actors
Kim Rossi Stuart and Luigi Lo Cascio
with their film retrospectives. Jazz
piano player Stefano Bollani wowed the
audience with his Hollywood debut.
The all-Italian happening in Hollywood,
on the eve of Oscar night, introduced
costume designer Antonella Cannarozzi,
nominated for the film “I Am Love” by
Guadagnino, as well as Italian-US actress
Melissa Leo (born in Salerno) who won
a Best Actress Academy Award for “The
Fighter”.
The event celebrated 150 years of Italian
unification with a number of movies by
Pietro Germi, Florestano Vancini, the
Taviani Brothers and Luigi Magni, aiming
to shape and strengthen the national
awareness; along with the arthouse

Luke Evans

Gabriele Salvatores, Samuel L. Jackson and Fabio De Luigi

movies, a number of Italian successful
contemporary comedies were presented:
from Checco Zalone’s “Che bella
giornata” to Luca Miniero’s “Benvenuti
al Sud” with the duo Bisio-Stani; from
Fausto Brizzi’s “Maschi contro femmine”
and “Femmine contro maschi” to Luca
Lucini’s “La donna della mia vita”.
Organized in collaboration with CIM
Group, Eni, Rai, Alitalia, the patronage
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, of the
Direction General Cinema of the Ministry
of the Cultural Heritage and Activity,
with support from the Italian Embassy
in USA and in cooperation with NIAF –
National Italia American Foundation, the
General Consulate of Italy, the Institute
for the Foreign Commerce and the Los
Angeles Italian Institute of Culture,
Cinecittà Studios, Cinecittà Luce, the
Experimental Centre of Cinematography,
the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce,
Italian Independent Productions and
the University of Southern California
(USC), 2011 L.A. Italia was once again
presided over by Bobby Moresco
and paid tribute to legendary master
Mario Monicelli (screening one of his
masterpieces, “I soliti ignoti” (“Big
Deal on Madonna Street”, a movie that
inspired US filmmakers) and to set
designer Dante Ferretti with

Gianfranco Giagni’s docu-film presented
in Venice. Among the most significant
moments, there was a tribute to the
victims of the earthquake of L’Aquila
(2009) with a special screening of a
documentary entitled “Un anno dopo –
Memory Hunters” made by the students
of Aquila’s Academy of Image Arts and
Sciences and presented in Venice in
2010. The beautiful and scarred Abruzzi
town was the symbol of the official poster
of 2011 Los Angeles Italia, in order to
raise awareness and to remember those
who suffer and are unable to fulfill their
artistic dreams as they are busy coping
with the difficulties of their everyday
lives.   2011 Los Angeles, Italia 2011
was promoted by the Capri Nel Mondo
Institute.
Among the most appreciated guests of
the entire week were Danish filmmaker
Susan Bier (later an Oscar recipient),
Joel Schumacher (holding court during
a lunch at Tod’s on Rodeo Drive),
Sofia Vergara (now a real star), Harold
Becker, Luck Evans, Mark Canton, Malin
Akerman, Robert Davi, Elsa Pataki, Paul
Weller, Nastassja Kinski, Jacqueline
Bisset, John Savage, Fisher Stevens.
And many other Italians attended, such
as artists residing in California: Pietro

Guido Lembo, Tony Renis, Pupi Avati, Michael Buble and Antonio Avati

Scalia, Dante Spinotti,
Gabriella Cristiani, Gisella
Marengo. The event closed
at Silvia Damiani and
Tomas Arana’s mansion.
Carlo Lizzani, Sylvester Stallone and Francesco Maselli
Los
Angeles,
Italia’s seventh edition
opened with a tribute to
Dario Argento’s work as a
master of horror cinema,
premiering his “Dracula
3D”, that earned him a
gala in his honor at the
subsequent Cannes Film
Festival. However, 2012
was also the year of the
third Oscar for Dante
Massimo Gaudioso
Ferretti and Francesca
and Roberta Mitrovich
Lo Schiavo, for Martin
John and Debora Landis
Scorsese’s “Hugo”;
this acknowledgement
stirred intense emotion in the
two artists, more so than when
they accepted their two previous
Academy Awards.
The President of L.A. Italia
2012 was master Pupi Avati,
with a delegation of young
people including director Paolo

2012

Lina Sastri and Leopoldo Mastelloni
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Hope Dworaczyc

Caterina D’Amico and Isabella Ragonese

Adriano Giannini
and Simona Ventura

Dante Spinotti
Gabriele Muccino

Dolph Lundgren

Carolina Crescentini, Joe Mantegna and Chiara Francini

Genovese, performers Carolina
Crescentini, Chiara Francini, actor
Dario Castiglio, and the multi-talented
Elisabetta Canalis (recent host of the
Sanremo Song Context)) as festival
godmother.
Among the most memorable moments
of the 7th Los Angeles, Italia Festival,
were the performances of musicians Enzo
Gragnaniello and Piero Gallo at IIC, and
at home with producers Avi Lerner and
Heidi Jo Markel, together with Danny
Glover, Mischa Barton, Nastassja Kinski
and John Savage.
Unforgettable was the tribute to
legendary Peppino Di Capri, which
inaugurated a strong partnership with the
Grammy Museum, and opening the door
for a similar event on a yearly basis. The
musician from Capri received a special
award bestowed upon him by the great
Mike Stoller, the celebrated composer for
Elvis Presley.
Among the most welcomed guests of the
festival were directors Joel Schumacher
and Kenny Ortega, as well as actors Joe
Mantegna and Joan Collins.

2013

Chairman Rick Nicita
and President Martha De
Laurentiis kicked off the 8th edition
of LA ITALIA which took place from
February 17 to 23 2013 with a real
Hollywood red carpet: Al Pacino collected
the first Jack Valenti Legend Award from
the hands of well-known anchorman
Larry King while actor Michele Placido
and producer and director Iginio
Straffi were honored with the LA Italia
Excellence Award. Right afterwards it
was the turn of other two stars: producer
Harvey Weinstein and rising star director
David O. Russell who publicly revealed
his Italian origins (his mother was from
Calabria).
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Cristina Comenicini and Gaetano Blandini

Kim Rossi Stuart

Also actor Gerard Butler appeared among
the many stars who flocked to support the
Italian event.
Two days afterwards Weinstein was again
under the Hollywood spotlight for the
arrival of Quentin Tarantino e Christoph
Waltz who were later awarded for
“Django Unchained”. They were warmly
welcomed by original “Django” and
“Ringo”, alias Franco Nero and Giuliano
Gemma, both celebrated by the numerous
fans of the “spaghetti western” movies.
That was another memorable night.
On the music front the classic event at the
Grammy Museum hosted an exceptional
Italian star: Zucchero Fornaciari.
The Italian king of soul performed
“unplugged” after the screening of a
documentary by Vincenzo Mollica, with
another appearance – the following day –
at the Chinese Theatre.
The Italian artistic delegation also
included Fausto Brizzi and

Barkhad Abdi and Gianni Nunnari

Elisabetta Gregoraci
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Jimmy Kimmel

Danish director Susan Bier, Luigi Lo Cascio and Roberto Bolle

2014

Eline Powell and Roberto Faenza

Steve Coogan
Eli Roth and Lorenza Izzo

2015

Paolo Genovese, joined by Valerio
Zanoli and Tony Trupia as well as by
actresses Claudia Zanella, Elisabetta
Canalis e Madalina Ghenea (the
Romanian beauty “adopted” by the
Italian show business).
A legendary edition to properly
celebrate the Year of the Italian
Culture in America, which had just
begun.

Los Angeles, Italia’s
ninth edition opened at
the Chinese Six Theatres in Hollywood
with a special screening of “The
Great Beauty”, Paolo Sorrentino’s
masterpiece which a few days later
triumphed at The Oscars, winning
an Academy Award as Best Foreign
Language Film. The festival hosted an
unprecedented array of stars, all in love
with Italy, a country that hangs on to its
traditions but at the same
time has always been
open to changes.
The highly energized
evening was attended
by Bono Vox, frontman
of the rock band U2
and Oscar-nominated
for his original song
“Ordinary Love,” that he
composed for the film
“Mandela: Long Walk
to Freedom.” Al Pacino,
Andrea Mingardi
the unforgettable star
of many milestone
movies that have
impacted the history of
US cinema, presented
the Irish artist’s award.
Particularly moving was
the encounter between
Bono and Táta Vega,
who sang and acted
in Morgan Neville’s
documentary “20
Feet from Stardom,”
which was named
Best Documentary
Film of the Year by
LA Italia and won an
Oscar in the same

Neil Portnow and Alexandre Desplat

Vera and Giuliano Gemma

category. Táta’s voice enchanted the
theatre audience including Bono Vox and
Alexandre Desplat, who composed the
music for Stephen Frears’ “Philomena.”
Another award was given to ItalianAmerican film director David O.
Russell, whose “American Hustle” was
a contender for a number of Academy
Awards. Vicedomini’s festival was
attended by a number of notable guests,
including: Quentin Tarantino, John
Travolta, Toni Servillo, Roberto Faenza,
Eli Roth, Steve Coogan, Paolo Genovese,
Elisabetta Canalis, Enzo d’Alò, Anita
Kravos and Francesco De Gregori, the
popular Italian songwriter, who delighted
the audience with a special performance
of his greatest hits.
Los Angeles, Italia 2014 also hosted a
preview of Noam Murro’s anticipated
movie “300: Rise of an Empire” which
was produced by Gianni Nunnari and
Mark Canton, and presented the Jack
Valenti Legend Award to Angelica
Huston, daughter of John Huston who
won an Oscar for “Prizzi’s Honor.” Also,
Somali-American actor Barkhad Abdi
was honored for “Captain Philips,” a film
starring Tom Hanks and revolving around
the hijacking of the US ship Maersk
Alabama.

The big feast of Italian
cinema in Hollywood
celebrated its 10th Anniversary from
February 15 to 21, 2015 at the TLC
Chinese Theatre in Los Angeles,
bringing together stars from the
International show business arena and
Italian filmmakers and performers –
ambassadors of our industry to world
– along with participants and attendees
of the 2015 Academy Awards.
Queen of this special edition was the
legendary Liza Minnelli, a performer
rich in formidable magnetism and
extraordinary stage presence, who was
celebrated with a standing ovation
by the Chinese Theater audience,
Nastassja Kinski and Luca Lionello
Christoph Waltz and Franco Nero
alongside her friends Mark Canton,
Tony Renis and Franco Nero. During
the tribute the artist spoke of her Italian
people ignored. In the early Fifties he was been generated by Italian and German
origins and the emotion she felt when she at the forefront to defend the rights of
alliances,” declared the comedian, “And I
won an Oscar for Bob Fosse’s “Cabaret”
black people, fighting alongside his close
certainly validate this rule. When a strong
in 1973. Minnelli received the 2015 Jack
friend Sammy Davis Jr. His professional
earthquake hit Ischia, my family decided
Valenti Award.
and private life has always been marked
to leave their hometown and move to
Young actor Ellar Coltrane, star of
by his charitable contributions for
America. They settled in California,
Richard Linklater’s “Boyhood,” won the
children in need.
because they did not want to be troubled
2015 LA, Italia Excellence Award. Other
At the Hollywood Chinese Theatre, there
by earthquakes anymore!”
accolades were bestowed on Morten
was a warm welcome for Rory Kennedy,
Other guests of the 10th edition of Los
Tyldum, the director of “The Imitation
the director of “Last Days in Vietnam”,
Angeles, Italia included: The King of
Game” and on young screenwriter
nominated to the Academy Award as
American Comedy John Landis, soul
Graham Moore, who earned a Best
Best Documentary, and Jimmy Kimmel,
singer Aloe Blacc, actor Vincent Spano,
Adapted Screenplay Oscar for the biopic
one of the most beloved American TV
Italian performers Raoul Bova, Luca
dedicated to British mathematician Alan
entertainers, whose mother’s ancestors
Zingaretti, Marco Risi, Paolo Genovese,
Turing.
came from Ischia while his father’s family
The traditional event at the Italian
originated from Germany. “Everybody
Institute of Culture in Los Angeles was
knows that nothing good has ever
attended by an exceptional guest: Milena
Canonero, one of the brightest Italian
artists whose talent is respected in
Hollywood and in the rest of the world.
A few days later she received her fourth
Oscar as Best Costume Designer for Wes
Anderson’s acclaimed “Grand Budapest
Hotel.”
Luca Zingaretti
The LA, Italia Excellence Award was given
to Italian tenor Vittorio Grigolo, who on
the opening night of the Festival paid
tribute to Frank Sinatra’s legend singing
his evergreen songs. Sinatra, “the Voice”
of the 20th century, who was so fond of
his Italian background, was remembered
by the Festival also for his commitment
Marta Gastini
to human rights, a fact which most
Sebastiano Somma
Morten Tyldum
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Fabio and Antonella Testi

Stefania Rocca and Jacqueline Bisset

Marco Pontecorvo, Fabio Testi,
Sebastiano Somma, teenage idol Leo
Howard and the beautiful Hermione
Corfield, a star of “Mission Impossibile:
Rogue Nation” and “Mr. Holmes”.

2016

The festival’s 11th
edition was particularly
prestigious as it paid tribute to Maestro
Ennio Morricone with a coveted Star
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame near
the Chinese Theatre, our traditional
venue in Los Angeles. The ceremony
was attended by Quentin Tarantino, the
director of “The Hateful Eight,” whose
Oscar-winning score was written by the
celebrated music composer. However,
Morricone was not the only guest who
attracted the attention of the Hollywood
community on the eve of the Academy
Awards. The Capri in the World Institute
also celebrated Neapolitan filmmaker
Mario Martone in Los Angeles, with
screenings of his most significant works
which are praised in America, for their
strength of expression and sharp vision.
On February 21st, the festival opened
with “Una giornata particolare,” Ettore
Scola’s masterpiece starring Sophia Loren
and Marcello Mastroianni; The movie
was selected to celebrate the Italian film
director who passed away last year.
Other films directed by Scola were also
screened at the festival, including his last
work: “Che strano chiamarsi Federico,”
a documentary dedicated to his friend
Federico Fellini, and “Ridendo e
scherzando,” a film directed by Scola’s
daughters Paola and Silvia, narrating
the filmmaker’s brilliant life and career
through his interviews and comments.
A number of first class guests joined us
at the Chinese Theatre during the much
awaited annual event: Paolo Genovese
with his “Perfetti Sconosciuti” (to
be soon re-made in the States),
Dianne Warren, the music composer
nominated for seven Oscars; charming
Emily Rataikovsky, a global icon on
social networks; Michael Madsen, one
of Tarantino’s favorites; the ItalianAmerican actor Paul Sorvino; Enrico
Iannaccone, Valeria Marini, Massimo
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Dario Marianelli

Carlo Carlei

Gaudioso, Marco Ponti and his new muse
Valentina Reggio; Denny Mendez, the
festival ‘godmother’ and the comic duo
Pio and Amedeo, who graced the red
carpet wearing their swimsuits.

2017

The 2017 edition of
‘Los Angeles, Italia’
recognized Mel Gibson’s artistic
renaissance! After ten years away from
Hollywood, the Australian actor and
director experienced a new and major
professional accomplishment with the
Oscar-nominated nominated “Hacksaw
Ridge.” It was celebrated at the opening
of the annual festival that takes place in
Hollywood during the week preceding the
Academy Awards.
Surrounded by many Italian colleagues,
including Giovanni Veronesi, who was in
Los Angeles for the premiere of his movie
“Non è un paese per giovani.” Gibson did
not miss the chance to express his love

Graham Moore

Liz Solari

for Bella Italia: “I love Italy, and I always
want to go there, whenever I can” he said
as he was speaking about the filming in
Matera of his controversial movie “The
Passion of Christ.”
The glamorous ceremony at the Chinese
Six Theatres was attended by a vast
audience comprised of filmmakers,
movie stars, government officials, the
media and friends of Italy. Gibson
received the statuette from his longtime
friend Sylvester Stallone, who in turn was
presented with the Jack Valenti Award.
“Sly was my advisor when I started out in
Hollywood”, said Gibson, visibly touched.
The guests who came to acclaim
Hollywood’s “prodigal son” included
Mira Sorvino, Sara Serraiocco, Elisabetta
Gregoraci, Veronica and Eleonora
Gaggero, Mirko Trovato from the Italian
TV series “Braccialetti Rossi” and Justin
Hurwitz, who received the LA Italia Award
from Tony Renis and his fellow musicians
Mike Stoller and Charles Fox; A week
later he won Oscars for “City of Stars”
(Best Song) and the “La La Land” score
(Best Original Score).
During the following days the audience
flooded the Chinese Six Theatres to
see the best recent Italian movies and
acclaim the heroes of the Festival’s 12th
edition: Alessandro Bertolazzi, Academy
Award- nominee for the make-up of
“Suicide Squad”; Edoardo Leo; Matthew
Modine; Franco Nero; the cast and
producers of “Lion,” the Garth Davis film
starring Nicole Kidman and Dave Patel;

Sofia Vergara and Joe Manganiello

Marco Belardi and Paolo Genovese
Caterina Shulha

Giuliano Sangiorgi and Giovanni Veronesi

the Neapolitan rapper Clementino; Carlo
Carlei and Toni d’Angelo, who presented
his movie “Falchi,” with Fortunato
Cerlino and Michele Riondino.
Gianfranco Rosi, the director of “Fire at
Sea,” did not hide his emotions for the
many acknowledgments the film received
including an Oscar nomination. The
celebrated filmmaker was accompanied
by producer Donatella Palermo, Paolo
Del Brocco from 01 Distribution and
Pietro Bartolo, the Lampedusa doctor
featured in his docufilm and now a legend
all over the world.
Many prestigious Italian musicians
attended the festival: Giuliano Sangiorgi,
the front man of Negramaro, one of the
most popular bands in Italy, was honored
for the score of Veronesi’s movie; the
American songwriter Laura Pergolizzi
aka LP, who was presented with the Italia
Excellence Award. Her voice, her whistle,
her inseparable ukulele and the songs
from her hit album “Lost on You” showed
all the talent of this artist of Italian
origins during one of the most exciting
evenings of the festival.

2018

Luca Guadagnino was
visibly moved when, a few
days before the Oscars ceremony, he
was honored alongside producer and
editor Marco Morabito on the stage
of Hollywood’s TCL Chinese Theatre.
This was one of the most thrilling days
of the 2018 edition of the Los Angeles,
Italia Film Fashion and Art Fest which
traditionally precedes the Academy
Awards and whose goal is promoting

Justin Hurvitz

Anjelica Huston

Michael Madsen

Paolo Del Brocco, LP and Gianfranco Rosi

the best of Italian cinema along its key
for the set design of “2049”), producer
players, during a week of screenings,
Mark Canton, Sofia Vergara and Joe
events, meetings and galas.
Manganiello, Marco Leonardi (starring
The festival’s pièce de résistance was
in Ridley Scott’s movie “All the Money
Guadagnino’s movie “Call Me by Your
in the World”), Maria Pia Calzone (who
Name,” which was in the running for four
performed as the diabolical Angelica in
Academy Awards (Best Movie, Best Actor, the animated movie “Cinderella the Cat”),
Best Adapted Screenplay and Best Song).
Lorenzo Richelmy and Michele Morrone.
In the weeks leading up
to the ceremony, the
talented Italian film
director enjoyed the
extraordinary reactions
generated by the movie
among critics and
audience alike all over
the world.
Another honoree
of the 13th edition
of the Festival was
Tiziano Ferro, who
received the ‘Italian
Excellence Award’
during its opening
Luca Guadagnino
Tiziano Ferro
Alessandro Bertolazzi
night ceremonies.
Ferro sang some of his
best-known hits – “L’amore è una
cosa semplice” and “Non me lo so
spiegare” – as he addressed his speech
to all the Italians who live and work
in Hollywood. The audience, who was
there to cheer on one of Italy’s most
beloved singers, included a number
of celebrities who last year took
part in a much appreciated edition
of the festival: Alexander Desplat,
Danny DeVito, Cheryl Boone Isaacs,
Melissa Leo, Alessandra Querzola
and Dennis Gassner (nominated
Alessandra Querzola, Dennis Gassner and Antonio Verde

The Tenors

Ellar Coltraine

Stefano Bollani
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mericans have always had a love affair with Italy. Whether it is Italy’s fabulous cuisine, incredible
landscapes, culture, history or film, we simply love it.
This is the case especially in Los Angeles where everyone has a special affinity for Italy. Numerous
people of Italian descent settled here, in places such as San Pedro, where they became a mainstay
of the fishing industry, or in Hollywood where the annual Feast of San Gennaro festival takes place
every fall. The event, sponsored by television personality Jimmy Kimmel, who will once again host
the Academy Awards, attracts thousands of people to enjoy Italian food, music and culture.
A number of Italian artists have been officially recognized on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, the
famous walkway where the most prominent entertainment industry personalities are celebrated with
a star engraved in the tiles, to honor their brilliant careers in the fields of motion pictures, television,
radio, theatre and music, as well for their philanthropic and civic commitment.
Among the Italian celebrities who received a star on the Walk of Fame are orchestra conductor Arturo
Toscanini, tenor Enrico Caruso, the legendary seducer Rudolf Valentino, the extraordinary actresses
Anna Magnani, Sophia Loren and Gina Lollobrigida, the renowned filmmaker Bernardo Bertolucci,
the noted tenor Andrea Bocelli and Maestro Ennio Morricone, the most beloved music composer in
the film industry.
Before the glamorous night during which Morricone was presented with an Oscar for the score
he composed for Quentin Tarantino’s “The Hateful Eight,” the legendary composer posed for
photographers and TV crews as his Walk of Fame star was unveiled. Among those attending the
ceremony was the “Pulp Fiction” director who has always been one of his biggest fans.
Morricone is the most prolific and appreciated composer of the 20th century, a genius whose sounds,
rhythms and music colors have marked the evolution, the conflicts and the hopes of generations of
movie goers. For more than 50 years his melodies have contributed to the immortality of some of the
most captivating film sequences of the international cinema. He has been capable of generating deep
and intense emotions, giving voice to the purest sounds of our souls.

Andrea Griminelli and Leron Gubler

Ana Martinez
Bernardo Bertolucci (2013)

IIP TAKEs THE
GIFT ROOM
TO LOS ANGELES ITALIA 2019
Italian Independent Productions will organize
the LA ITALIA GIFT ROOM at the 14th Film,
Fashion and Art Fest. All celebrities attending
the event can visit the Gift Room @ Trastevere at Hollywood & Highland, where they will
receive presents offered by the leading Italian
brands. The talented photographers Pietro
Coccia and Gianni Riccio will take pictures of
all the celebrities visiting the L.A Italia GIFT
ROOM for the official book of the event.

Gina Lollobrigida
and Valeria Rumori

live from
hollywood
On air on

The legendary Sophia Loren (2000)
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Marco Costa

Gina Lollobrigida (2018)
Andrea Bocelli (2010)

Quentin Tarantino and
Ennio Morricone
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LAUNCH NEW FILMS IN 2019
A number of Italian-American stars, including
Robert De Niro, Al Pacino, Leonardo DiCaprio
and Joe Pesci, will appear in some of the year’s
most anticipated movies

“THE IRISHMAN,” A NEW EPIC GANGSTER STORY
I

ntense stories punctuated by recurrent
themes such as an intrinsic sense
of guilt generated by a strong catholic
education, love and betrayal and a sense of
hope aiming at an impossible redemption
in a doomed society ruled by motionless
laws. These are the enlightening takes
on life as depicted by one of the greatest
living filmmakers – Martin Scorsese.
An avid film fan, Scorsese became a
filmmaker capable of amazing technical
and artistic skills. After debuting as a
maker of documentaries mirroring our
contemporary society through cinema
Al Pacino and Robert De Niro
and music, Scorsese is a remarkable
filmmaker and a keen observer of
contemporary mankind, who may take the form of a broker, a
gangster, a gambler, a musician, a boxer or a taxi driver and who, in
his hopeless pursuit of the American Dream, must come to terms
with his obsessions, contradictions, wickedness and fear of death.
Martin Scorsese’s eagerly awaited next production is a gangster
movie that continues the genre that contributed to the filmmaker’s
successful career.
“The Irishman” is based on Charles Brandt’s novel “I Heard You
Paint Houses” and it depicts the life of the Mafia hitman Frank
Sheeran – aka the Irishman. In the mid-fifties Sheeran was the
leader of the most prominent US labor union, the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, but he also led a secret parallel life
working as a hitman for the Bufalino crime family. Before he died in
2003, Sheeran confessed his responsibility in the murder of Jimmy
Hoffa, a union official with Mafia ties and whose body was never
found.
The stellar cast is mostly comprised of Italian-American actors
including Robert De Niro (as Sheeran), Al Pacino (as Hoffa), Joe
Pesci (who will appear on the big screen after a 10-year absence), Ray
Romano, Bobby Cannavale, Jack Huston and Harvey Keitel.
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HYPE BEHIND TARANTINO’S
“ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD”
2

Joe Pesci

Bobby Cannavale

Harvey Keitel

Ray Romano

marty&bob’S

NINTH COLLABORATION

After 23 years, Martin Scorsese and Robert De Niro have
revived a fruitful collaboration that has resulted in such
motion picture milestones as “Mean Streets,” “Taxi Driver, “New York, New York,” “Raging Bull,” “The King of
Comedy,” “Goodfellas,” “Cape Fear” and “Casino.”
“The Irishman” marks the ninth film that the two living
legends did together.

019 will also be a significant year for Quentin Tarantino, one of
the most acclaimed American filmmakers – a groundbreaking
artist who is able to attract hordes of fans as well as ferocious
enemies.
Tarantino is a household name. Every one of his movies has become
a media and cultural event and a significant part of film history. They
are fraught with quotes, hints and references to his vast cinematic
knowledge, especially inspired by the B-movies on which Tarantino
has been feeding his vivid imagination since he was young. Thanks to
Brad Pitt and Leonardo DiCaprio
Lorenza Izzo
his endless film appetite, Tarantino has always filled his movies with
amazing though neglected performers, saving them from oblivion
and giving them the opportunity for new and luminous careers.
Over the years, Tarantino has been praised and criticized, but his
movies never fail to create clamor and anticipation.
This year the hype is behind his movie “Once Upon A Time in
Hollywood,” a mystery crime story which delves into Hollywood’s
raw and still aching nerve.
Always committed to meaningful though painful events like
the Nazi regime (in “Inglorious Basterds”) or slavery and racial
discrimination (in “Django Unchained”), Tarantino has never
Kurt Russell
Dakota Fanning
Brenda Vaccaro
hesitated to explore the most contradicting aspects of American society,
turning it inside out. The film is set in Los Angeles in 1969, at the peak of
Hollywood’s hippy milieu.
The two leading characters, played by Leonardo DiCaprio and Brad Pitt,
respectively are a famous actor down on his luck and a stuntman who
used to be his double in the Westerns where they both worked. They both
struggle to find roles and recognition in Hollywood. The actor’s neighbor
is an actress named Sharon Tate, Roman Polanski’s wife, who was
brutally murdered by Charles Manson on August 8, 1969, while she was
IS BACK ON SET
pregnant and only two weeks before the date her child was due.
Tarantino’s new movie stars an amazing cast including: Al Pacino,
Margot Robbie, Damon Herriman, Kurt Russell, Damian Lewis, Dakota
Fanning, Emile Hirsch, Bruce Dern, Michael Madsen, Tim Roth, Kurt
Russell, Brenda Vaccaro, Maya Hawke and Lena Dunham.

Margot Robbie

Emile Hirsch

leonardo
dicaprio
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ambi emerges as a

Global Player
A

MBI Media Group is one of the largest independent film
production and exclusive film library organizations in the
world. Owned and operated by renowned producer Andrea
Iervolino and Lady Monika Barcardi, AMBI Media Group
consists of, and operates globally through, its four controlled
companies: AMBI Distribution AMBI Exclusive Library AIC
Studios and AMBI Media Italia.
AMBI Distribution is the worldwide production and sales
division of AMBI Media Group, producing 8-10 prestige
talen driven feature films a year. These films, producted inhouse or as “aquired” third party titles, feature some of the
industry’s leading men and women of the film world including
Alec Baldwin, James Franco, Lily Collins, Anjelica Huston, John
Travolta, Keanu Reeves, among many others. In addition, the
company supports it’s own “Film/TV Show Library” consisting
of feature films of years past, as well as, TV Show series which it
acquires said rights via exclusive rights contracts coering global
regions.
The film production and sales division at AMBI Distribution
has a highly qualified and driven team, who have produced over
hundreds of films over the past few years.
The sales arm of AMBI Distribution (Film Productions and
Library divisions) stretches across the globe reaching markets
in Asia, India, EMEA, North America and South America and
maintains relationships with each regions top distributors and
partners.
The company’s overall success stems from its experience
working with top tier sales companies and an eye for exceptional
commercial material with a global appeal.
AMBI Exclusive Library is an exclusively held collection of over
400 feature films. These films have captivated and entertained
millions over the course of their syndication and continue to do
so today...they are timeless. Our library, operated divisionally
through a US and UK entity, feature “A” list stars such as Robert
de Niro, Hugh Jackman, Gwyneth Paltrow, Christian Bale, Will
Smith, Bradley Cooper, Jessica Chastain, and Robert Downey
Junior, amog many others. The library includes features such
as the Academy Award winning documentary UNDEFEATED,
the hugely successfull THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST and
APOCALYPTO and the romantic comedy WHAT WOMEN WANT.
Also included is the mind bending thiller from Christopher
Nolan MEMENTO and the romantic comedy SLIDING DOORS.
The sales of the rights to show these films is accomplished
through the company’s global distribution presence across the

Lady Monika Bacardi

Lily Collins and Andrea Iervolino

Andrea Iervolino, Adrien Brody and Lady Monika Bacardi

hotel, airline, internet and other mass markets. We also own IP
RIGHTS for numerous titles, such as RUSH, DONNIE DARKO
and MEMENTO.
AIC STUDIOS, based in Toronto Canada, is a vertically integrated
film studio operation specializing in pre- production, design,
pre-visualization, on-set services, sophisticated composite
production, digital matte paintings and animation services
that brings our clients’ vision to life. The company’s blend of
innovative digital technology, traditional animation expertise,
and together with inspired artists and producers, delivers the
highest quality standards in both 2D and 3D CGI films from
concept to final rendering. Since 2013, AIC STUDIOS has
helped produce worldwide successful films incluing ARCTIC
JUSTICE, FUTURE WORLD, FINDING STEVE MCQUEEN,
BLACK BUTTERFLY and BENT. The goal was to create a top tier
animation and post facility in Canada, while recieving a 25%
tax credit. With the upcoming release of ARCTIC JUSTICE, the
company looks to expand its global market reach in digital and
animated film market.
AMBI Media Italia was created to capture the increasing
popularity of global and foreign film markets and produce,
not only commercially successful films, but films that explore
culturally diverse storylines with global appeal.
It distributed films in Italy, both library titles and AMBI
Distribution productions.

Andrea Iervolino and Monika Bacardi with Sarah Jessica Parker
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THE LOS ANGELES, ITALIA GENERATION
At Hollywood’s TCL Chinese Theatre many new talents
find an opportunity to be noticed and become successful

Antonella Cocco
Associate Producer LA Italia

T

o create a solid bridge between Italy and the United
States, two countries that despite their differences
have always been analogous, is one of the most heartfelt
objectives of Los Angeles, Italia. The festival has long
been involved in the promotion of Italian talents who
contribute to the great Italian film tradition and are often
acclaimed abroad. Since the festival’s debut in 2006,
many young Italian performers have had the opportunity
to make their mark in Hollywood – especially during the
awards season, the time of year when the whole world
is focused on the capital of global cinema. Raoul Bova,
Carlo Carlei, Claudia Gerini, Enrico Lo Verso, Marco
Pontecorvo, Riccardo Scamarcio, Maria Sole Tognazzi,
Kim Rossi Stuart, Carolina Crescentini, Isabella Ragonese,
Naomie Harris
Adriano Giannini, Pappi Corsicato and Fabio De Luigi
Emily Raitaikovskij
are well established “assets” of our film industry who are
now ready to be recognized in Hollywood.
The Festival is a melting pot of ideas where the strength
of cinema and the artists’ creativity are able to overcome
all geographic and cultural barriers. Over the years,
many young talents have actively become involved in
the event as participants and avid supporters.
Among them, Bradley Cooper has most certainly been
encouraged by his Italian origins to explore the stories
and faces of contemporary Italy. The filmmaker has
confessed that he was particularly proud to meet Lina
Wertmuller in Capri.
During the festival’s latest edition at Hollywood’s
Chinese Theatre, two up and coming Italian
Marco Ponti and Valentina Reggio
Moran Atias
Edoardo Leo
performers have attracted the attention of
international media: Lorenzo Richelmy and
Michele Morrone. Richelmy, after receiving
international acclaim for portraying Marco
Polo in the TV series of the same name
produced by Netflix, has appeared in a
number of films delving into a variety of
genres: “Una questione privata” by Paolo and
Vittorio Taviani, “La ragazza nella nebbia” by
Donato Carrisi, “Ride” by Jacopo Rondinelli
and “Una vita spericolata” by Marco Ponti.
On the other hand, Morrone owes his
popularity to the role of a triton in Davide
Mirko Trovato
Rosabell Laurenti Sellers
Toby Sebastian
Ksenia Rappoport
Marengo’s TV fiction “Sirene” from which he
has become one of the most beloved actors of his
generation, as well as a sex symbol!

salvatore

Lorenzo Richelmy

Michele Morrone

Madalina Ghenea

giorgio

Marianna Di Martino

romano

Emanuela Postacchini

Pierfrancesco Favino

DETECTIVE BY CHANCE
by Giorgio Romano

Veronica and Eleonora Gaggero

Chiara Baschetti

Walter Nudo

Giulia and Pietro are inseparable. One
day Pietro meets Marta, a drug-addicted girl being stalked by people who
blackmail her for money. Pietro grows
fond of this girl, while Giulia becomes
jealous and worried that he may end
up in trouble. Her fear proves true
when her friend becomes involved in a
heist and disappears. Giulia will put together a team try to solve the mystery.

Introducing

Fabrizio Maria
Cortese

alessio
lapice

Valerio Ruiz

Ria Antoniou and Federico Rossi

Leo Howard, Francesco Cinquemani and Gale Harold

Ariel Vromen

Diana Del Bufalo

In the archaic and violent world of the
movie “Romulus & Remus – The First
King,” Romolo is the designated victim, a
weak young man who is kept alive by the unconditional love of his
brother Remo who protects him at all costs. However, in Matteo
Rovere’s powerful and daring movie about the legendary founding of the city of Rome, in the end Romulus’ pragmatic nature
takes hold of his brother’s inflexibility. Romolo gets the upper
hand thanks to his excellent tactics and mediator’s ability. The
hero succumbs and the politician survives.
Rome’s founder is played by Alessio Lapice, a Neapolitan actor
who has been recognized in “Tafanos” (a film shot in English)
and also for “Nato a Casal di Principe.”

esposito

FROM
‘GOMORRAH’
TO MALIBU
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Andrea Pallaoro

Roberta Mattei

Gabriele Greggio

Salvatore Esposito
and Ellen Pompeo

Mario
Rivelli
Maria Sole Tognazzi

Marco Pontecorvo

Valeria Solarino

Enrico Iannaccone

Marco Simon Puccioni, Valeria Golino and Francesco Scianna
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My name is

alessandro

preziosi

Preziosi is a seducing, unpredictable
and convincing performer who skilfully
navigates the big and small screens despite
his innate and untamed passion for the stage

W

hen he was young, Alessandro Preziosi was torn between a brilliant career as a lawyer
and an appealing future as an actor. Now Preziosi is a true star to Italian audiences who
is equally appreciated for his television and film roles. Born in 1973, the Neapolitan actor had
shown a strong interest for cinema, theatre and the performing arts since his early childhood.
After earning a University Degree in Law, Preziosi attended the Accademia dei
Filodrammatici in Milan. 1999 was the year of his big break – he was selected to play Laerte in
“Hamlet” alongside Kim Rossi Stuart, under the direction of Antonio Calenda. Thanks to his
magnetic charm and his incredible screen presence, he soon emerged as a television actor,
playing one of the main roles in the series “Vivere”. His fictional character became a favorite
especially among women, and he started to become well-known amongst the mainstream
audience. In 2001 he went back to his beloved stage, working in three plays by Eschilo, for
director Antonio Calenda, as well as “Agamennone,” “Coefore” and “Eumenidi”.
In 2002 Preziosi took on a life-changing role as Count Fabrizio Ristori in “Elisa di Rivombrosa,”
a 13-episode TV series which became hugely popular and earned him a number of awards as Best
Performer of the Year. Despite a very good start in the second season, he left the series to work on
stage in the musical “Datemi tre caravelle,” where he played Cristopher Colombus. In 2004 he
debuted on the big screen with “Vaniglia e cioccolato” working with Maria Grazia Cucinotta.
That same year Preziosi was signed for another TV role in the miniseries “Il Capitano”
by Vittorio Sindoni, a six episode show revolving around a Captain of the Guardia di
Finanza (Italian Finance Police), a modern hero fighting illegal immigration and drug
trafficking. Acclaimed by critics and audience alike, his heart stayed true to theatre and he
went on to appear in “King Lear” alongside veteran actor Roberto Herlitzka.
Several intense professional years followed. He worked with some of the most
outstanding Italian filmmakers – Paolo and Vittorio Taviani in “La masseria delle
allodole,” Roberto Faenza in “I vicerè,” and Ferzan Ozpetek in “Mine vaganti.” These
movies added to his reputation as a versatile actor who needed to grow out of a limiting
image as sex symbol which he had gained from the popular TV series.
His latest movie, released in Italy in October 2018, is “Nessuno come noi,” directed by
Volfango De Biasi.

Alessandro Preziosi
and Greta Scarano

A TV COMEBACK
WITH “LIAR” AND
“Sons of Ndrangheta”

PREZIOSI DELIVERS AN EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE
ON STAGE AS VINCENT VAN GOGH
Injured, withered, hallucinating and beaten by the whiteness of an asylum’s
room! This is how Van Gogh is narrated by Stefano Massini and played intensely by Alessandro Preziosi in “Vincent Van Gogh. L’odore assordante
del bianco,” a stage play which explores the subtle line between truth and
fiction, madness and soundness of mind, dream and reality.
An artist especially characterized by the explosion of colors on his wonderful canvas, was banned from painting and forced to devastating and annihilating cures. He was condemned to a void which could only generate
ghosts, and which produced an inevitable self-destruction.
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meet director
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The Sicilian filmmaker’s cinematic
world is infused with philosophical
and political questions and streaked
with strong civil tension
and a cultivated and elegant style
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native of Palermo, Roberto Andò was a philosophy
student before entering the motion picture business
as an assistant director to such famed filmmakers as
Francesco Rosi, Federico Fellini, Michael Cimino and
Francis Ford Coppola. But it was his encounter with
Leonardo Sciascia, who befriend him and encouraged
him to write. Therefore, Andò’s cinematic universe feeds
on literature, theatre, music, poetry, psychoanalysis,
philosophy, the artist’s inner agony, politics and spiritual
questions.
He became known to Italian and international audiences
after directing theatre, opera and cinema. Along with
Harold Pinter he brought to the stage projects such as
“Celebration,” “The Room” and “Old Times” – the first
Italian version authorized by the British playwright after
the 1972 controversial movie directed by Luchino Visconti.
Pinter is also the subject of “Ritratto di Harold Pinter,” a
remarkable documentary that was presented at the Venice
Film Festival.
Andò’s subsequent three movies were dedicated to film
luminaries whom he considers his masters: “Memory
Loss,” centered on film director Robert Wilson; “Il
cineasta e il labirinto,” a conversation with his friend
and mentor Francesco Rosi; and “Vivere è difendere la
forma,” on famed Austrian composer Anton Webern. A
skilled creator of refined atmospheres, robust plots and
psychological suspense, And has always been attracted by
the theme of the double and by the short circuits which
take place between art and life, literature and cinema,
politics and society. He directed a number of movies
that were acclaimed at some of the most prominent
international festivals and have been presented with the
most noted international tributes: “Il manoscritto del
Principe,” revolving around the last years of Giuseppe
Tomasi di Lampedusa, author of the novel “The Leopard“;
“Sotto falso nome,” a crime story about the talent of
writing and creating; “Viva la libertà,” a philosophical
tale exploring the (political) evil of an agonizing country;
and “Le confessioni,” a thriller revolving around a man’s
weakness in front of power and history.

Renato Carpentieri, Alessandro Gassmann, Roberto Andò and Micaela Ramazzotti

THE MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE
OF CARAVAGGIO’S NATIVITY
IS NARRATED IN ANDO’S

The Stolen Caravaggio
(una storia senza nome)

Valeria is a young woman who lives a
solitary life in an apartment next door to
her mother’s. She works as a secretary
and an assistant for a film producer,
and she writes uncredited stories for
Alessandro Pes, a successful screenwriter she is in love with. One day a retired
policeman gets in touch with her because he is eager to tell her a story about a
crime. Valeria, suspicious but intrigued,
listens and she uses it as inspiration to
write the plot of Pes’ new movie, that
the producers have long been waiting
for. The story revolves around the disappearance of Caravaggio’s painting “The Nativity,” stolen in Palermo in 1969. Valeria becomes embroiled in the mystery that surrounds the story
as she is thrust into a high-octane and relentless adventure.
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rising stars
Breakout actresses
in “Indivisible,” the two sisters
are rapidly rising to stardom

mario martone

the cover

UNVEILS AN ISLAND OF CHANGE IN CAPRI-REVOLUTION
For his latest movie, the Italian director of “Death of a Neapolitan Mathematician”
and “Leopardi” draws inspiration from a commune of artist-radicals that took up
residence on the sun-kissed isle of Capri in the early 20th century

T

WITH HIS LIFE AND WORK
COMPANION SCREENWRITER

IPPOLITA DI MAjO
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he world is enclosed on an island and life is only worth living when people
relate to one another. In 1914 a global war is looming, and young Lucia
(Marianna Fontana), the daughter of a family of shepherds, spends her days
herding goats in the wilderness of Capri, the beautiful island in the Gulf of
Naples. Sick and tired of her siblings and villagers’ backwardness, she turns to
Seybu, the spiritual leader of a group of intellectuals who have found their home
on the island and who have found a philosophical way of living, pondering over
the eternal struggle between collectivity and individualism, science and nature,
rationality and spirituality. Despite her brothers’ objection, Lucia becomes
involved in a strong relationship with the man and his companions, gradually
discovering an inner strength which will help her become an independent
woman. At the opposite pole of her struggle for growth and emancipation from
an agricultural environment rooted in old traditions, Lucia meets Carlo, a
socialist who works as a doctor and is a passionate interventionist who lives in
the delusional belief that a big murderous war will finally help shape a world
where new social balances can set in.

Gianmarco Chieregato

antonio
folletto
IS ENJOYING
SUCCESS BOTH
ON THE BIG
AND SMALL
SCREENS

A

ccording to Mario Martone, “Marianna is a shy
and reserved young woman, but also capable of
becoming sharp as a sword. During the filming she
showed a capacity for extraordinary perseverance
and concentration. She was thoroughly aware of her
character’s emotional implications.”
Marianna Fontana is an up and coming actress in
today’s Italian cinema, a performer who is able to fill the
screen with one single glance. In “Capri-Revolution,”
the 21-year-old actress from Campania, portrays an
illiterate young woman who herds goats but who finds
the strength to rebel against her destiny, embarking on
a spiritual journey and becoming involved in a different
vision of the world which will foster her growth.
Her film career was initially linked to her twin sister
Angela’s. The two gifted singers and performers started
performing at an early age, appearing as extras in
“Perez” directed by Edoardo De Angelis. The filmmaker
later selected the sisters for the leading roles in
“Indivisibili,” a movie about conjoined Siamese twins
who are blessed with beautiful voices and are exploited
by their parents as freak singers at local events. But
when a doctor says he can separate them, their life
is disrupted. What happens when these sisters have
divergent desires? The path to their separation is
marked by pain and torment. For these life changing
roles, the two Neapolitan performers have been highly
acclaimed by critics and audience alike.
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Fromdogman topinocchio

matteo

garrone

IS GAME FOR A NEW CHALLENGE

Garrone, one of the most talented contemporary
Italian filmmakers, is ready to bring
his own version of Collodi’s classic to the big screen

M

atteo Garrone is one of the most interesting and powerful contemporary filmmakers
to appear on the Italian scene. He is especially acclaimed for his sophisticated way
of exploring uncomfortable themes and for infusing real life stories with a magic touch
which opens up to innumerable possibilities.
At the end of the 90s, the Roman director started to show his interest in the vicissitudes
of deluded and marginalized people with an honest approach far from any moralistic
attitude.
For instance, in “Terra di mezzo” Garrone told three stories set in the suburbs of Rome
and revolving around the themes of prostitution and exploitation and in “Estate Romana,”
he poetically explored the life of a filmmaker against the backdrop of the city where works
were underway in advance of a forthcoming Jubilee.
Thanks to the support of Fandango Productions, Garrone has been able to gain more
control of his stories, and he has moved on to explore a love triangle tainted with
compulsive possession (“L’imbalsamatore”); a cruel and manipulative relationship
(“Primo amore”) and “Gomorrah,” a gritty commentary on the Neapolitan mob which
revealed his filmmaking talent to the world.
The Cannes Film Festival recognized him for “Reality,” a movie which paved the way to
his first international production, “Tale of Tales,” a film based on a Neapolitan story by
Giambattista Basile, featuring the contrasts of life – ordinary and extraordinary moments,
magic and realism, glorious and vulgar events, the enchantment and the monstrosity of a
fairy tale.
His latest movie “Dogman” delves into the conflicts between the strong and the weak, the
bully and the victim, telling a real-life story of outcasts’ desperation with hallucinating
and transgressive tones.
Garrone’s next project is once again inspired by a book, “Pinocchio,” and his film
version aims at portraying the authentic atmosphere described by Collodi in his
19th century novel – a mysterious and agricultural world, filled with poverty and
violence, ignorance and redemption.

dogman

roberto
benigni’s

COMEBACK:
«AFTER PINOCCHIO
I WILL BE GEPPETTO»
Matteo Garrone and Roberto Benigni
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INTO THE ABYSS
OF A MAN’S SOUL

In the metropolis’ forgotten outskirts where
only the fittest survive, Marcello, a small
and meek man, spends his days working at
his modest dog parlor. His life is dominated
by his affection for his daughter Sofia and
an uncomfortable, subservient relationship
he has had with Simoncino, a former boxer
who bullies the whole neighborhood. But
one day, after another abuse, Marcello becomes determined to gain back his dignity and
carries out a pitiless revenge, falling into a
spiral of shocking and infernal violence.

bulous year
a
f
From the underground scene to the international spotlight:

marcello fonte’s

The actor was honored in Cannes and received a European
Film Academy Award as Best Actor for his memorable role

«W

hen I was child, and I heard the noise of the
rain falling on metal, I closed my eyes and I
imagined that people were applauding me. Now I open
my eyes and I see the applause is real”.
This is the fairy tale of Marcello Fonte, a recipient of
the Palm d’Or at the latest Cannes Film Festival for his
performance in Matteo Garrone’s “Dogman.” When he
spoke to the audience, the actor especially thanked the
movie’s director for “his courage to cast him.” A courage
that has certainly paid off.
Born in 1979, Marcello Fonte has worked his way through
the ranks with small roles on the big and the small
screens. In the early 90s he moved from his hometown
in Calabria to Rome where he experienced his first
international production when he was hired as an extra on
Scorsese’s “Gangs of New York,” which filmed in Cinecittà
and starred Leonardo Di Caprio and Daniel Day-Lewis.
In the ensuing years he appeared in such prominent TV
series as “Don Matteo,” Pif’s “La mafia uccide solo
d’estate,” Leonardo Di Costanzo’s “L’intrusa,”
and Daniele Luchetti’s “Io sono Tempesta.” He
then decided to work behind the camera, directing
“Donkey Flies,” an evocative tale of liberation set in
the poorest suburbs of Reggio Calabria.
Thanks to his intense performance in Garrone’s
“Dogman,” Fonte has earned many important
European film accolades as Best Actor, including
an EFA (the European Oscars). Marcello will soon
be seen in Mimmo Calopresti’s new movie “Gente
d’Aspromonte,” a tribute to Calabria, produced by
Fulvio Lucisano and scored by the Oscar winning
composer Nicola Piovani.

donkey flies

Marcello Fonte awarded
at the Cannes Film Festival

Marcello Fonte on te set of “The Gangs of New York”

THE DREAM OF MUSIC
Maurizio is an obstinate child who has
experienced a thousand adventures
around the ‘fiumara,’ a small dry stream used as a dump by the neighborhood residents. The son of a poor family,
Maurizio considers the dump as a
playground, where scraps become hidden treasures and car wrecks can be
used as shelters. Despite the decaying
environment, Maurizio’s imagination
runs wild as he dreams of becoming a
member of the village’s music band.
The movie is co-directed by Paolo
Tripodi.

Marcello Fonte, Fulvio Lucisano and Mimmo Calopresti
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He is luca

barbareschi
He is an all-round artist who has worked in the entertainment
industry for over thirty years, successfully expressing
his talent in theatre, cinema and television

TEATRO ELISEO
HAS BEEN A
LANDMARK

in the Italian cultural panorama, since Luchino
Visconti’s and Eduardo de Filippo’s times. Today,
the theatre is a wide- ranging cultural experience,
a showcase of ideas and art projects, a place of
emotional sharing, spreading cultural contents.
The Eliseo is an agora, a permanent European
cultural center,where theatre, television, music,
literature, art, science, economics, cuisine,
completing each other, embrace the audience.
Since 2015, the Eliseo has been growing,
transforming itself from a place of performance,
into a place of thinking, from a stage where to tell
stories into a breeding ground for emotions and
energy. Like a never-ending flow, Eliseo Media
produces shows, movies, tv series, involving
crossover artists, going from cinema to theatre to
television.
The Eliseo seasons are characterized by rich
programs embracing culture and topical subjects.
Many artists, among the most distinguished in the
theatrical,
cinematographic
and
television
panorama, offer our audience shows of great
value, walking together, for a short while, on this
fascinating journey around humankind.
Then a special focus on suburbs, a path for children
and music - a noble language, yet so close to the
new generations. Many collaborations with the
istitutions and educational, cultural and scientific
organisms, thanks to the numerous cultural events
offered by the Eliseo. The new media company has
quickly established itself as a dynamic place, where
ideas and artistic projects are developed using
varied artistic languages and made real.
Eliseo Media originates from the vision of Luca
Barbareschi, actor, director, producer and artistic
director of the Eliseo Theatre.
PHOTO BY FEDERICA DI BENEDETTO

L

uca Barbareschi was born in Montevideo on the 28th of July, 1956. Moved to
New York, he collaborated with the Chicago Lyric Opera Theatre. He studied
for four years with Lee Strasberg, Nicholas Ray and Stella Adler. In 1983 produced, wrote and acted in his first film, “Summertime”, which won at the Venice,
Sydney, London, Annecy and Nice film festivals. During his thirty-year career, his intense and uninterrupted work has ranged from theatre, cinema and
television as an actor, producer, director, script writer and TV host. He is
the founder and a shareholder of Four Point Entertainment, a production
company based in Los Angeles, for which during the 1990’s he was the
host for one hundred and ten episodes of the enormously successful TV
show “That’s amore” in the 1990’s” and he was also the first Italian to
sell an unscripted format abroad.
He produced more than 500 hours for Fox America and for Think Entertainment in London. His theatre career includes over thirty shows
which have the great merit of having represented such authors as D.
Mamet, E. Bogosian, D. Hare, B. Elton and N. Williams for the first
time in Italy. The apex of his theatrical career came with “Amadeus”
by P. Shaffer, one of the greatest successes of the last few years, directed by Roman Polanski and with the costumes designed by the
Oscar winner Milena Canonero. He is the director of the Teatro Eliseo,
one of the most prestigious theatres in Rome. His production company,
Casanova Multimedia comprises non only the cinema and fiction sectors
but also to entertainment formats and theatre and each project created has
always been characterized by its very high quality.
Luca Barbareschi also has a particular interest in social welfare and created the “Luca Barbareschi Foundation Onlus – on behalf of children” to
fight against paedophilia.

WORLD PREMIERE

WORLD PREMIERE

by Gabriele De Luca

by Fabio Resinaro

Fil, a disenchanted thirty
years old, and Charlie,
a devoted animal rights
activist, grow marijuana in
their house. They want to
move to Costa Rica to open
a Dutch-style coffee shop
in the middle of the jungle.
Charlie, in fact, a brilliant
grower, has invented a
new and prolific sort of seeds that will make them rich.
Everything starts when they meet Wanda, an obese and
unstable thirty years old, who agrees to “host” ovules
full of seeds in her own body, becoming a drug carrier
above suspicion. Thanks! is the debut film of Gabriele
Di Luca, the most promising young Italian playwright,
award-winning and acclaimed both by critics and public.
The protagonists of the film are Antonio Folletto, Beatrice
Schiros, Massimiliano Setti, Francesca Turrini, Maria Chiara Augenti, Giuseppina Merli, with Claudio Bigagli and
with Luca Zingaretti.

Andrea Serrano is a young
aspiring writer who, to make
ends meet, is forced to wash
corpses in a mortuary, while
struggling to finish his first
novel, a story about Camorra.
Become discouraged by his
struggling career, he is waiting
for the chance of a lifetime.
And finally it arrives: a big
film producer, Oscar Martello, decides to adapt his book
and make a film out of it. Oscar is number one in Italian
television serial. Now he has a new challenge: become
number one in film fiction. In the shining world of cinema
he meets Jacaranda Ponti, a well known actress, but the
the movie, whose main character is Jacaranda, is awful.
His debut in cinema is a catastrophe. How can he afford
a failure? Dolceroma is a thriller based on the novel “We
shall sleep when we are old”), whose main characters
are Lorenzo Richelmy, Luca Barbareschi, Valentina Bellè,
Claudia Gerini and Francesco Montanari.

thanks!

dolceroma
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Shaul Kuba

Principal, CIM Group

Dear Friends,
It is with great pleasure that we
welcome the 2019 Los Angeles, Italia
Festival to Hollywood & Highland
Center. On behalf of CIM Group, I
wish to welcome the filmmakers and
attendees who will once again celebrate
the excellence of Italian cinema in the
very heart of Hollywood!
We wish to salute our dear friend
Pascal Vicedomini, the Founder and
Executive Director of the ‘Capri in the
World Institute’. He is a true guiding
force whose vision is able to bring the
extraordinary Italian culture to the
people of California
We hope that you will enjoy the festival
and your time at the Hollywood &
Highland Center!
Kind regards,
Shaul Kuba

Annat and Shaul Kuba

short films

#hollywoodandhighland HOLLYWOODANDHIGHAND.COM

I WILL NOT FORGET YOU

THE GIFT

dir. Laila Petrone

dir. Giovanni Lodigiani

A father and his eightyear-old daughter, Billie,
decorate their Christmas
tree for the first time
since the loss of Billie’s
mother. The news on
the radio serves as a
further reminder that it
won’t be a merry Christmas for everyone.
Weeks after the 2017
hurricane in Puerto Rico,
residents still struggle
with basic needs. Billie
worries about her Puerto
Rican family.

After an accident at sea a
woman loses
her child and
remains entangled between
life and death.
From there
she sees
another mother suffering
as a chance
to redeem
herself and
reunite with
her child.

Laila Petrone
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PROUD TO BE AN ITALIAN AMERICAN

An increasing number of US artists with Italian roots
are leaving their mark on show business

T

heir presence has been influential in
the world of politics, entertainment,
science, sports and literature. The
contribution made by Italians to the
history and culture of America is
invaluable. The creativity, talent and hard
work that characterized the descendants
of the Italian migrants who left their
country to seek their fortune overseas, has
been crucial to the evolution of American
society. Italian-Americans are proud of
John Travolta
Jane Fonda
their roots and of the prestige they could
gain in the States.
From Fiorello La Guardia to Joe Di Maggio,
from Frank Sinatra to Mario Cuomo,
from Don DeLillo to Franco Modigliani,
from Frank Zappa to Madonna, from Jay
Leno to Jimmy Kimmel – generations of
Italian-Americans are a precious legacy
which honors the nation that has welcomed
them as well as the land of their ancestors
and creates a strong link between the two
countries.
Italian genius has largely contributed also to Mira and Paul Sorvino
the development of American cinema.
From Rodolfo Valentino’s legend to
Quentin Tarantino’s incendiary talent,
a great number of Italian-Americans
shine brightly in the Hollywood
galaxy. Frank Capra, Vincente and
Liza Minnelli, Henry, Jane and Peter
Fonda, Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford
Coppola, Robert De Niro, Al Pacino,
John Travolta, Brian De Palma, Ann
Maria Bello
David O. Russell
Bancroft, Leonardo DiCaprio, Anjelica
Huston, Robert Zemeckis, Steve Carrell,
Bradley Cooper, Sylvester Stallone and
Joe Pesci all share old Italian roots and
deserve the acclaim and respect of the film
community for their inborn and full-fledged
artistic nature.

R

ALICIA KEYS

Remembering

HOSTED
THE 2019
grammy awards

jack valenti
John Valenti

Danny DeVito

Courtenay Valenti

Pop/R&B legend and 15-time Grammywinner Alicia Keys hosted the 61st
annual Grammy Awards, which aired
on Sunday, February 10 on CBS. The
talented and beautiful singer who has
recently embraced the concept of
natural beauty and has decided to go
makeup-free indefinitely, has Italian origins. Her father is Afro-American and
her mother, Terri Augello, has Sicilian
roots, coming from Agrigento.

director

bob

persichetti
Peter Fonda
Rick Nicita and Paula Wagner

Stanley Tucci

NOMINATED FOR

Marco Beltrami

INTO THE
SPIDER-VERSE

Joe Pantoliano

STEVE CARRELL STARS IN THE
NEW ROBERT ZEMECKIS FILM

WELCOME TO MARWEN

Mauro Fiore and wife
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Antonio Cupo and
Marta Gastini

The shy and kind-hearted artist Mark Hogankamp struggles with PTSD after being physically assaulted by a group of homophobic
thugs. To erase his trauma he creates a fictional village. This is the story told in “Welcome
to Marwen,” directed by Robert Zemeckis,
the filmmaker acclaimed for such movie
milestones as “Back to the Future,” “Cast
Away” and “Forrest Gump.” The film stars
Steve Carrell, who, like Zemeckis, has Italian
origins. 2018 was a particularly lucky year for
Carrell -- after working in the splendid “Last
Flag Flies,” he played the father to Timothee
Chalamet’s character in the poignant drama
“Beautiful Boy,” and he later appeared as
the Republican politician Donald Rumsfeld
in Adam McKay’s “Vice.”

Martha and Dina De Laurentiis

Tony Musante

Tyrone jr. and Romina Power

Rodrigo Santoro

Vincent Spano

Keith Corradine and Louis Nero

rene russo

ALONGSIDE
GYLLENHALL IN
VELVET BUZZSAW
Joe Buscaino

Massimo Zeri
Clarissa Burt

Robert Davi
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F. Murray Abraham

ITALIAN
The golden age of
EPISODIC TELEVISION
In the wake of the triumph
obtained with “My Brilliant
Friend” and “Medici - Masters
of Florence,” a number of
new ‘Made in Italy’ television
shows are ready to conquer
international audiences

THE UNFORGETTABLE MIA MARTINI IS CELEBRATED IN THE TV MOVIE

io sono mia

Matilde Bernabei

O

nly a few years ago, Italian television series were nothing but
second-class entertainment. Most of them were carelessly written,
poorly filmed and were often seen as a fallback by actors, screenwriters
and directors.
No one would have ever imagined how their status would change in such
a short time. Nowadays TV series are experiencing a real boom. They
have become exciting laboratories filled with talent and creativity, able
to rapidly and dynamically capture the latest trends of our society, and
to thoroughly express the contradictions of our contemporary times.
The best filmmakers and performers harshly compete to participate in
this new programming, to infuse these small screen creations with their
skills and take them to a level of quality which equals and sometimes
even exceeds that of film productions. And while cinema struggles to
create more and more captivating blockbusters which often risk of
being too similar to one another, TV shows stand out as groundbreaking
and daring products, able to overcome any geographic and linguistic
barriers and enchant viewers from all walks of life who are more and
more interested in exploring out of the box characters and stories.
In the last decade, Italian television fiction has been able to conquer
the international markets because it has begun to deal with subjects
that have always been the prerogative of cinema. Despite the frequent
use of local environments like Naples for “Gomorrah” and Rome in
“Suburra,” the stories told in these new Italian programs speak a
universal language. Their characters may use a dialect but they reach
out to a mainstream audience as they delve into universal feelings and
emotions.
This is exactly the case of “My Brilliant Friend,” a TV adaptation of
a series of successful novels written by Elena Ferrante. This story
explores a conflicting yet indissoluble friendship. Lenù and Lila are
two women born and raised in Naples, a city dominated by abuse of
power and an endless chain of intrigue and passion. The events follow
how their alliance turns into rivalry, covering a 50-year-long story arc.
2019 will see the much awaited return of other successful Italian
series including the worldwide distribution of “Medici – Masters of
Florence,” “Il Commissario Montalbano” and the police series set in
Naples “I bastardi di Pizzofalcone.”
Much anticipation also surrounds the second
seasons of “My Brilliant Friend” and “The
Young Pope” directed by Oscar winner Paolo
Sorrentino and starring Jude Law in the role
of the irreverent Pope Pius XIII, alongside
two international stars – John Malkovich and
Sharon Stone.
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LAW, MALKOVICH AND STONE
FOR SORRENTINO’S “NEW POPE”

This film is an intimate portrait of the extraordinary singer who,
despite her profound humanity, was betrayed by her own world
– one that she cherished and believed in. Mia Martini struggled
against prejudice with courage and pride trying not to lose sight
of the only thing she really loved and cared for, music.
Martini was an amazing singer who unfortunately was not blessed with an easy life. More than 20 years after her passing, director Riccardo Donna is now paying a due tribute to this complex
and unfortunate character with a film which in its own way tries
to make up for the negligence which surrounded Mia when she
was slandered and forced out of the music business, despite her
love and devotion for her profession.
Serena Rossi stars as Mia Martini in the movie.

turturro&EVERETT
STAR IN THE NAME OF THE ROSE

Edoardo Pesce

Dajana Roncione and Loredana Bertè

giancarlo leone
A refined crime story rich with philosophical considerations
and set against an evocative Middle Age backdrop. Following
the incredible success of “My Brilliant Friend,” Rai bets on
another TV series which is likely to become a cult hit. With a
23-million-Euro budget and a stellar cast “The Name of the
Rose” is one of the much-anticipated titles of the new season.
Written by Andrea Porporati, Nigel Williams and John Turturro
and directed by Giacomo Battiato, the series is a prestigious
international co-production.
As the first television adaptation of the 1980 novel written by
Umberto Eco, this four-episode series is set in year 1327, when
the clever Franciscan monk Guglielmo da Baskerville, accompanied by the Benedectine novice Adso da Melk, start investigating a number of gory crimes that have been taking place
in a remote abbey situated in the North of Italy. John Turturro
and young Damian Hardung play the leading roles that were
originally performed by Sean Connery and Christian Slater in
the acclaimed movie of the same name and directed by Jean
Jacques Annaud in 1986. In the new series, British actor Rupert
Everett plays the part of Inquisitor Bernardo Gui.

confirmed as president of
apt, THE ITALIAN ASSOCIATION
OF TV PRODUCERS

Giancarlo Leone,
president APT
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Legendary

ITALIAN SINGER

zero

renato

PRESENTS THE EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURE OF

ZEROVSKIJ SOLO PER AMORE
The magic of the movies is the key element
of a new music project created by one of
Italy’s most beloved singers

S

tation Earth is the last possible frontier of our times. God reflects on how
the beauty of his original project has been devastated by man’s greed and he
unveils a new, secret future for the world. Trains and dreams arrive, and leave
accompanied by loudspeakers’ announcements and unusual ads. Zerovskij is
the master of this unique world where he has found a home and a family. He
whistles and directs the railway traffic which mirrors the long journey of life.
Human beings are the undisputed protagonists of this journey, and they
navigate it with their weaknesses, faults and virtues. Hatred is a furious person,
wearing a green costume and a long snake; he is always yelling at and cursing
whoever he meets. Love wears red but after years of abuse on behalf of people,
he is now confined to a wheelchair. Time, with his long moustache, is always
criticizing those passengers who miss important opportunities. And last but
not least there’s Death, constantly in search of his next victim. The Past is
evoked through Adam and Eve, two fugitives looking for a new beginning.
On stage there’s also room for Future, played by Enne Enne, a boy who was
abandoned in the station and raised by Zerovskij. He is son of no one, in
desperate need of a family, a father and especially of himself.
“Zerovskij Solo per Amore” is the most ambitious project of Zero, whose
career spans over 50 years and includes thirty albums, over five hundred
recorded songs, many of which have deservedly become part of the Italian
popular culture. His songs are sung by millions of fans, also known as
‘sorcini’ or ‘zerofolli’: they are people of all ages and walks of life who feel
akin to the incredible storyteller who is able to create deeply empathic
bonds with them, almost becoming their object of cult.
“Zervoskij” has appeared as a double album and a highly successful live
show, half way between a concert and a musical, a new kind of performance
which can be defined as ‘global theatre’ blending music, recital, and pop
elements all based on Zero’s unique and touching philosophy of life. The
show features an orchestra with 61 musician, 30 vocalists, 7 actors and the
extraordinary participation of Gigi Proietti, a living legend of Italian theatre.
Zero’s artistic latest effort is also rich with social significance as it has
provided a platform for numerous artists who constantly struggle in a
country which has been more and more deprived of financial resources
for arts and culture, two of its fundamental assets. The sold-out live show
was subsequently screened in movie theatres for only three days, but it will
continue to be shown at special events, like last summer at Casamicciola
Terme, a place which was specially selected by the singer to be revitalized and
relaunched after the earthquake which hit it on August 21, 2017.

A LOVE LETTER
TO THE CITY OF NAPLES

Renato Zero has written a song for Naples. The
artist has created Nanà, a passionate ‘love letter
in music’ dedicated to the beautiful southern city,
with music composed by Maurizio Fabrizio and
Sal Da Vinci. Andrea Pennino has arranged it and
Sal Da Vinci played it in collaboration with Franco
Ricciardi. This is how the Roman artist has decided to show his devotion to one of the most beloved cities in the world, whose beauty and culture need to be enhanced beyond the prejudices
from which it has often suffered.
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caravaggio

THE SOUL AND THE BLOOD

Luca Argentero

The new art film dedicated
to Leonardo da Vinci
released to celebrate the 500th
anniversary of his death

O

n the occasion of the celebrations for
the 500th anniversary of the death of
Leonardo da Vinci (May 2, 1519), the most
brilliant mind that the history of mankind has
ever known and the most popular protagonist
of universal culture, comes the new film by
Cinema D’Arte Sky “Amazing, Leonardo”
- realised with Progetto Immagine - an
Jesus Garces Lambert
incredible story to discover the man, the
artist, the scientist, the inventor through a
unique journey, engaging and fascinating in
the mind of Leonardo da Vinci, with a new
look very far from the stereotypes with which
it is usually described. The film will be in
Italian cinemas in 2019 with Lucky Red and
distributed worldwide by True Colours.
Leonardo da Vinci is played by Luca
Argentero, who for the first time plays a
Cosetta Lagani
character who real- ly lived in a biographical
art film. The absolute protagonist of the
film, directed by Jesus Garces Lambert is Leonardo’s mind, which takes
shape, a concrete and me- taphysical representation of the place where
Leonardo thinks and creates. Inside his mind-laboratory Leonardo meets
and confronts with the interlocutors who come to ‘find’ him: artists, men of
power, students of his workshop. But also, and above all, with himself.
The legendary artist’s mind is also a means to the outside, to connect with
nature but also with the places where he lived, as well as with his works.
In front of our eyes will flow Vinci, Florence, the Tuscan countryside
and the Valdarno, Milan, and finally France, passing by his most famous
works inclu- ding: the Mona Lisa, the Last Supper, the Vitruvian Man, the
Annunciation, the Adoration of the Magi, the Lady with an Ermine, until the
work of recent attribution: the Salvator Mundi. Explored with a vividness
never seen before of details, lights and colours.

A moving journey
through the life,
works and tormented
existence of Michelangelo Merisi da
Caravaggio, one of
the most controversial and mysterious figures in the history of
art. This Art Film tells
the story of Caravaggio’s artworks through
in-depth research into
documented evidence, placing a particular
focus on his life, a life
of light and shade,
contrast and contradictions, of being a
genius and living on
the wild side, finding echoes of his personal
experiences in his masterpiece. It is one of the
first Italian films to be shot in 8k.

MICHELANGELO
ENDLESS

A docu-film for the
big screen, where
cinema and art’s
worlds meet in order to trace the portrait of the secretive
as well as troubled
man, capable of
sharp contrasts and
strong passions, but
also to show great
courage when it comes to support his
beliefs and ideologies. An im- mortal
personality, one of
the greatest artists
the world has ever
seen, whose rich, immortal, “infinite” and
varied artistic production, became an everlasting sign in the history of universal art. With
Enrico Lo Verso as Michelangelo Buonarroti
and Ivano Marescotti as Giorgio Vasari.
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Masters

ITALIAN arts

OF

Beginning February 17, 2019
several documentaries on
Italian creativity and excellence
will be screened in Hollywood

L

eonardo, Michelangelo, Canova, Bernini, Palladio… The
sublime works of these genius-like historic artists will grace
the 14th edition of the Los Angeles, Italia Film, Fashion and
Art Festival (February 17 - 23, 2019) as part of a special project
entitled ‘The Italian Masters,’ presented by filmmaker Roberto
Ando and supported by SIAE, the Italian Society of Authors and
Publishers. The Chinese Theatre in Hollywood will host an array
of documentaries dedicated to the Italian masters of creativity
who contributed to a cultural revolution in the arts, leaving a
long-lasting mark in Western modern painting and architecture.
The project is a journey in time to discover
historic events, immortal masterpieces and
luminaries who, thanks to their work and
daring choices, have forever marked the
political, social and cultural events of their
times.
In “Leonardo – Cinquecento,” director
Francesco Invernizzi details the artist, the
architect, the naturalist, the military strategist.
Da Vinci has been a keen observer of reality,
a scientist on the constant lookout of earth’s phenomena to
achieve new discoveries. By combining artificial intelligence with
decades-long studies and surveys, the movie originally assembles
thousands of pages from Leonardo’s Codes and shows them in a
completely different perspective, rich with new and contemporary
commentary which reinvigorates the perception of a genius able
to captivate entire generations. “Bernini” is the film about the
Neapolitan Master of Baroque and to the exhibition dedicated to
him at Rome’s Galleria Borghese. High quality rare footage and
the contribution of skilled professionals and experts including the
director of Galleria Borghese Anna Coliva, and the art critic Luigi
Ficacci, pay a splendid tribute to a true revolutionist of sculpture.
But there’s more! “Canova” revolves around the most prominent
representative of the Italian neo-classicism; and “Palladio,” that,

as Francesco Invernizzi explained, “was born from
the wish to fill a cinematic void about this Italian leading artist who
certainly was a true superstar of his time, known for his magnificent
villas as well as for inspiring – with his style – buildings that
became symbols of the political, economic and cultural power in
Europe and in the rest of the world, from the British Museum to the
White House, from Wall Street to Saint Petersburg’s Hermitage.”
Palladio is still recognized as the founding father of US architecture.
Presented by the Capri in the World Institute in association with
Magnitudo and Siae, the “The Italian Masters” project casts a new
glance at the artistic heritage that Italy and its genius-like talents,
have left to mankind. Its purpose is to promote a fruitful dialogue
to help our country gain deeper understanding of the artistic and
cultural value, of the necessity to protect it and promote it on the
global scene.

mathera

THE ROOTS OF THE GREAT BEAUTY
Matera has long been the most representative site of agricultural life and rural culture in Italy. Now, this fascinating
city is on the UNESCO’s world heritage list. Acknowledged
as one of the most desirable holiday destinations in the
Italian Peninsula, Matera lies at the heart of an extremely
fascinating region, where tradition, science and technology
coexist and thrive together, creating an unforeseen bridge
between its folkloristic past and its bright, promising future.
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LET’S
MEET
IN
Paradise
The Green Island is getting ready for the most exciting entertainment event of next summer:
www.ischiaglobal.com

The 17th edition of Ischia Global Film & Music Fest which will run from July 14 to 21, 2019

T

ogether with the rest of the Carriero family
I am looking forward to welcoming the artists, the media representatives and the special
guests who will participate in this eagerly awaited summer event. This festival is a wonderful
challenge which encourages us to do our best,
aware as we are that its success is not only linked to its breathtaking and sophisticated location, but also and especially to the participation
of versatile artists from all over the world, who
come together to create beauty and wonder,
strengthen cultural bonds, promote artistic
projects and surprise the audience with their
talents. Thus, the festival becomes a creative
laboratory joining together different countries, races, genres, generations and skills. Year
after year, the Ischia Global Fest has continued
to seduce its audiences. Antonio Banderas
declared his love for the Gulf of Naples after
he was taken by the stunning landscapes of
Ischia and won over by the warmth of the
island’s residents. Francis Ford Coppola,
Sting, Oliver Stone, Baz Luhrmann, Cheryl
Boone Isaacs, Helen Mirren, Jeremy Irons,
Paolo Sorrentino, Andrea Bocelli, Dionne
Warwick, Channing Tatum, Alicia Vikander,
Nicholas Cage, Jessica Chastain, Christoph
Waltz, Hillary Swank, Burt Bacharach, Michael
Fassbender, Alfonso Cuaron, Alejandro G.
Inarritu, Vanessa Redgrave, Dennis Hopper,
Monica Bellucci, Abel Ferrara are but a few of
the most affectionate friends of the festival,
who have enjoyed the most pleasant and relaxing stay at the Regina Isabella Hotel and on
the Green Island.
For the festival’s next edition, Ischia Global
will deploy its best resources, working on all
fronts, offering select movie premieres, welcoming exclusive guests, paying tribute to show
business luminaries and encouraging creative
synergies. Cinema will once again be its main
source of inspiration in providing exciting
stories, in-depth linguistic exploration and a
unique window onto real-life.
Thanks to the Festival and the island’s ex-

ceptional welcoming capacity, Ischia Global
has become the crown jewel of the Campania
Region and Italy, and I wish to thank both the
residents of Ischia and the many guests who
annually welcome our invitation. All of them
help us to fly high and honor the memory of
Angelo Rizzoli and the glorious season of Italian cinema. Their enthusiasm and affection
are a testament to our success.
GIANCARLO CARRIERO
President of the Accademia Internazionale Arte Ischia

Trudie Styler and Sting

Alicia Vikander and Nathalie Emmanuel

Rosario Dawson

Oliver Stone, Giuseppe Tornatore and Giancarlo Carriero

Lily Collins and Quincy Jones

region
campania
President
Vincenzo De Luca

Baz Luhrman and
Vanessa Hudgens
Alejandro Inarritu

Riccardo Scmarcio and Jeremy Irons

Zucchero and Dionne Warwick

Selena Gomez

Jessica Chastain and Chiwetel Ejiofor

Jean Paul Gaultier

Michael
Fassbender

Tom Hooper
Diane Kruger

Jeremy Renner

Tim Robbins
Nat and Alex Wolf
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Alfonso Cuaron

Carlo Gabriel Nero, Vanessa Redgrave and Joely Richardson Naomi Watts and Liev Schreiber

Jack Huston and Gary Dourdan

Julio Iglesias

Matteo Garrone

Valeria Bruni Tedeschi

Antonio Banderas and Armand Assante Channing Tatum

Hilary Swank

Claire Danes and Matt Dillon

Laura Dern

Vivienne
Westwood

John Savage

Monica Bellucci

Burt Bacharach and Harry Belafonte 89

AN
EXCITING
RENDEZVOUS
OF INTERNATIONAL arsIN THE WINTER SEASON
St

www.caprihollywood.com

Capri, a world-renowned retreat
in the heart of the Gulf of Naples hosts
a yearly festival populated by stars
and characterized by a high level
of freedom and independence

Pawel Pawlikowski
Til Schweiger
and Nick Nolte

Antoine Fuqua

Bille August

A

n enchanting moon lit up the Red Carpet graced by the numerous celebrities who, for the past 23 years have met on the beautiful Mediterranean island between Christmas and New Year’s Day,
to attend Capri, Hollywood – The International Film Festival. This
eagerly anticipated event has become an annual rendezvous for film
and music VIPs, contributing in no small part to re-launching the
South of Italy as a cultural and holiday resort in the winter season.
The 2018 edition featured an exclusive film program and reaffirmed the festival’s prominent role in a land which has also
benefitted from a fruitful dialogue between the US and Italian film
industries, two worlds that despite their differences, share a high
degree of passion, talent, expertise as well as an impressive number
of stories to tell.
To the sound of Noa’s breathtaking voice and the music played by
the Band of the Italian Firemen Corps, Capri, Hollywood opened its
latest edition under the sign of solidarity and commitment.
As the president of the 2018 Festival, working closely with its chairman, the American director Lee Daniels, Noa – the Israeli
artist who has been a longstanding
symbol of peace and dialogue among
the people of the world – gave the
“Capri Peace Award” to the musicians who launched the 23rd edition
of the event performing on the stairs
of the sunny Piazzetta.
Apart from its world-acknowledged glamor, the Festival has always
supported social and humanitarian
matters and at this year’s edition,
reporter and writer Andrea Purgatori
along with the British actress Joely Richardson (daughter of Vanessa
Redgrave) were given the “Person

Leonardo Cecchi, Helen Mirren
and Taylor Hackford

of the Year Award,” while Paolo
Ruffini was presented with the
“Humanitarian Award” for his
commitment to disabled children in his movie “Up & Down.”
The “Capri People Award” was
bestowed upon Sabrina Paravicini for her documentary on Arabella and Tony Lorusso Petruzzi
the Savant Syndrome, “Be Kind,”
where she worked along with her son Nino.
With its 90 screenings, world premieres and meetings accessible to
the audience, Capri, Hollywood attracted a number of international
stars on the Blue Island – from Nick Nolte to Jonathan Pryce, from
Terry Gilliam to Amos Gitai, from Eli Roth to Madalina Ghenea.
And it also welcomed some of the most prominent names of Italian
cinema. Mario Martone presented his film “Capri-Revolution” with
performers Marianna Fontana and Antonio Folletto and Matteo
Garrone appeared alongside Marcello Fonte for the screening of
his highly acclaimed “Dogman.”
Amongst the other guests were Roberto Andò, Alessandro Preziosi,
the Brothers d’Innocenzo (acclaimed for “La terra dell’abbastanza”), Gianni Zanasi, Paola Gassman and Ugo Pagliai, Sveva Alviti,
Euridice Axen, Maria Pia Calzone, Moni Ovadia, Ivano Marescotti
and Mimmo Calopresti. The latter, who has just finished filming his
latest movie “Gente d’Aspromonte,” announced that the project will
be scored by Oscar-winning composer Nicola Piovani.

Stephen Frears

Anthony Minghella

Alex De La Iglesia
Jim Sheridan and Mena Suvari

Peppino
Di Capri

Clementino and
Enzo Avitabile

Amos Gitai and Noa
Ken Loach and Matthew Modine

Joseph Fiennes
Bradley Fischer, Eli Roth, Terry Gilliam and Jonathan Pryce

Francis Yeoh

Mariah Carey
Harvey Keitel, Gillo Pontecorvo and F. Murray Abraham
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Luciano Pavarotti

Idris Elba

Elsa Zylberstein

Toni Servillo

Matthias Schoenaerts and Jennifer Jason Leigh
Shekhar Kapur

Hayden Panettiere

Sandy Powell and Gianni Quaranta

Lee Daniels

Andrea Purgatori, Franco Nero and Cary Fukunaga
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EXTRAORDINARY
ITALIAN
TASTE
Master Chefs

and food share
many common traits
which make them so
famous and appreciated
especially by celebrities

the year of

niko sinisgalli’s
vision

giacomino drago
&alberico nunziata

E

ven before high profile TV chefs became de rigeur, food had
always played an important role on the silver screen. Movies and
food are a perfect marriage -- at times food is the key element of a
story, other times it just helps create an atmosphere, stir emotions or
cause laughter.
Hollywood stars are not indifferent to the evocative and social power
of good food. It is well known that many of them have developed
an interest in the restaurant business, blending a new hobby with a
potentially profitable investment. In 1991 Sylvester Stallone, Bruce
Willis, Demi Moore and Arnold Schwarzenegger opened a chain of
restaurants called “Planet Hollywood.” And in 1995, a group of ultrafamous top models including Claudia Schiffer,
Naomi Campbell, Elle MacPherson and Christy Thurlington launched the “Fashion Café”.
Many celebrities who have become involved to
some degree in the culinary industry – Robert
De Niro, Sandra Bullock, Ryan Gosling, Justin
Timberlake and Robert Redford, to name a
few, have all invested in new temples of fine
cuisine, boasting excellent menus and refined
locations, while other stars, such as Sophia Loren, Gwyneth Paltrow, Alicia Silverstone, and
Matthew McConaughey, a Best Actor Oscarwinner, have written successful cook books.
Indeed, Italy and good food are interwoven.
We are famous all over the world for our cuFrancesco D’Agostino Antonello Colonna
linary taste. Our pizzerias and Italian restaurants
have popped up all over the world, and our chefs
are true artists. For example, Fulvio Pierangelini offers exquisite and refined cuisine at
Rome’s Hotel de Russie and has been named by Le Figaro as “the best cook in the world”;
Francolino Lembo at Capri’s Villa Verde is able to cater to such International jet setters as
singer Mariah Carey and actress Kim Cattral with his typical Mediterranean cuisine. Other
successful chefs include Pasquale Palamaro who works
for the new open air restaurant at Ischia’s Hotel Regina
Isabella, and Johnny Micalusi who has attracted many
stars from the world of music, sports, television and
cinema, including Woody Allen. His restaurant “Assunta
Madre” is a go-to place for many celebrities who come
to Rome. A winning formula has been launched by the
brothers Simone and Francesco Panella from “Antica
Pesa,” a well-established trattoria located in Trastevere,
the very heart of Rome. Its Brooklyn branch has become
extremely popular among film and music stars like
Madonna, The Rolling Stones, Leonardo Di Caprio and
Richard Gere.
Italy’s foreign visitors always show true appreciation for
our cuisine which represents a fundamental part of our
country’s heritage.
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Francolino Lembo with Barbra Streisand,
Villa Verde - Capri

Massimo Riccioli and Anna Dente - Roma

Gerard Depardieu and Niko Sinisgalli

Pasquale Palamaro, Indaco
at Regina Isabella - Ischia

Ciro Calise, Hotel Miramare
e Castello - Ischia

arnold ma
dines in ro

Morgan Freeman with Giuliano Micalusi and Franco
Bloisi at Assunta Madre - Roma

Francesco Panella with Alejandro González Iñárritu at
Antica Pesa - Roma

Ben Stiller and Gino Sorbillo

SANNIO FALANGHINA
IS THE 2019 EUROPEAN
CITY OF WINE

The area of Sannio has been named
the 2019 European City of Wine.
Located in the Campania region
where five towns have become
a significant reference point for
international enologists, as their winemaking output comprises
nearly 50% of the whole region’s wine production. After
Matera which was recently designated as the 2019 European
Capital of Culture, Sannio, also located in the south of Italy,
has earned a well-deserved and important reputation thanks
to the commitment of its small wineries that for decades have
produced vino that is appreciated all over the world.
Daniele Mancini and Joe Bastianich
Arnold Schwarzenegger and Massimo Pirola
at Taverna Trilussa - Roma
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NO L.A., ITALIA, no party!

Screenings, performances, conferences and much more:
interesting people to attend the seven day extravaganza

Marcella Coleman

D

uring the Awards season, Los Angeles is home to some of the most coveted
events in the world of cinema: top Hollywood stars attend the most glamorous parties, among which Vanity Fair’s historical gathering stands out for its
elegance and flair. However, almost every studio, glossy magazine and charitable
foundation eagerly hosts a party designed to welcome the glitzy world of the star
system. High-profile personalities gather at the astounding mansions of actors
and producers, including agents, studio executives, and music celebrities, the
latter giving life to unforgettable jam sessions and incredible improvised duets.
American producer Mark Canton, who is the honorary chair of Los Angeles, Italia
2016, Italian producer Marina Cicogna and entrepreneur Lady Monika Bacardi,
will welcome the Italian delegates at the TCL Chinese Theatre and will celebrate
their participation at the Italian Lounge – Trastevere, from February 17 to 23.
Other influential personalities will be in attendance: Actresses Jacqueline Bisset, Nastassja Kinski, Moran Atias, Eline Powell, Sofia Milos, Malin Akerman,
Sofia Milos, Madalina Ghenea, Lucila Sola, Alexandra Dinu, Chiara Francin, Liz
Solari, Lorenza Izzo, Vanessa Hessler, Nathalie Emmanuell, Emily Ratajkovski;
Actors Dominic Cooper, Leo Howard, Robert Davi, Danny Glover, Antonio Sabato,
Antonio Cupo, John Savage; TV celebrities Jimmy Kimmel, Elisabetta Canalis,
Clarissa Burt, Nina Senicar; Directors Ariel Vromen, Eli Roth, Joel Schumacher,
Kenny Ortega, Dito Montiel; Executives Harvey Weinstein, Ryan Kavanaugh, Avi
Lerner, Lawrence Bender, Alan Shapiro, Patrick Wachsberger, Rob
Friedman; Music legend Mike Stoller together with Corky Hale,
Nicole Slack Jones, Manda Mosher, and many
other global and Italian friends of the Capri in
the World Institute.
And last but not least: Colleen Camp, Emily
Goldween, Evin L. Haney, Lady Victoria Hervey,
Kelly Brook, Bleona, Eugenia Chernyshova,
Afef, Valentina Michetti, Roberta Sparta, Nadia
Lanfranconi, Romi Caruana, Romina Carrisi,
and many more.

Antonella Salvucci

Moran Atias and Simona Ventura
Gina Gershon
Heidi Jo Markel, Avi Lerner
and Sofia Milos

Norbert Relecker

Danny Glover

Amanda Eliasch

Nicole Kempel and Antonio Banderas
Forest and Keisha Whitaker

Meher Tatna
Aaron Diaz and Lola Ponce

Rory Kennedy

Brian Perry and Elisabetta Canalis

Camilla Morrone and Lucila Sola

Darina Pavlova and Giulio Berruti

Sebastian Harrison
Fisher Stevens

Polly Draper

Elisabetta Marra

Andrea Sannino Malin Akerman

Luca Riemma

Aldo
Nina Senicar Arcangioli

Yvonne Sciò

Aida Yespica Taylor Russell
Angela Martini

Ciera Foster

Gianvito Casadonte Francesca Harrison

Richard Harrisonn

Kelly Brook and Evan Heiney

Valentina Bissoli
Alex Meneses

Frazier

Lady Victoria Hervey

Ron

Jade Weber

Tullio De Piscopo and Tony Esposito

Hofit Golan

the next
generation
of iconic

beauty

Giorgia Pagliacci

Paula Thomas

Dito Montiel with wife Michelle

italian

Daniela
Chalbaud
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Oretta Corbelli

Nia Vardalos

Carlo Tessier

Claudia Gerini

Kimberly Hines

Luca Celada
Jake Cruz

Gioia Libardoni

Karolina Kurkova

Mattia Dessi and Brigitte Nielsen
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FRIENDS club

join us on

S

ince 2006 Los Angeles, Italia has continued to bring numerous
Italian artists to Hollywood, where every year Los Angeles Italia
celebrates the art, fashion and cuisine of our country. The Festival
represents an irresistible lure for those who love the genius-like
creativity of the Italians. For its twelfth edition we are proud to
present a selection of images to celebrate the friends who helped
us grow and make this event highly successful.
However the friends of Los Angeles, Italia’s are also those who
join us on the web and the social networks, such as our Facebook
and Twitter followers, or those who log on to our official website:
www.losangelesitalia.com.
We are grateful for their warm support and we are pleased to
welcome them to join our festival’s 11th edition.

Jason Weinberg

Aurelio and Jacqueline
De Laurentiis

Giampaolo
Letta

Riccardo Tozzi

Kerry Kennedy Vincenzo Spadafora

Diego Della Valle
and Richard Gere

ElsaPataki
Clive Davis and
Jimmy Iovine

Daniel Ezralow

Nicole Avant and
Ted Sarandos

Jacqueline
Bisset

Colleen Camp

Sue Kroll

Paul Feig

Luca Cordero di
Montezemolo

Allen and Darian Shapiro

Alessandro Salem

Stefano Lucchini
Edward Walson

Stefano Barrese

Patrick
Wachsberger

Neil Portnow

Jim Gianopulos

Gerardo Capozza
Alexandra Klim and
Mikael Gaenseessen Reinking
Matilde Bernabei

Carlo Rossella

Mara Venier

Giovanni Minoli

Raffaella and Andrea Leone
Mauro Crippa
Andrea Scrosati

Donald Kushner
Giorgio Restelli

Stanley Isaacs

Scott Feinberg

Clemente Mimun
Nicola Maccanico
Alwyn
Kushner

Roberto Alessi

Pietro Valsecchi
and Camilla Nesbit

Giovanni Altieri Silvio Muraglia

Daniele Taddei

Riccardo Monti

Alfonso Signorini

David Bogi

Alan Siegel and
David Meister

Bon Maron

Remembering
the beloved
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Lawrence Bender

Nicola
Corigliano

Bruno
Cesario

Mariah Carey and
Munhauar Hosain

Giulia Minoli and
Salvo Nastasi

Leslie and Jack Kavanaugh

paul
allen

Humberto Gatica and David Foster
Vanessa Hessler and
Gianni Nunnari

Lorenzo Soria

Sam Jason

David Belle

Raffaele Di Martino

Mike Stoller and
Corky Hale
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exciting moments

New Italian movies that will soon leave their mark on the global film scene
favino PORTRAYS BUSCETTA,
THE MAFIA “TRAITOR,”
FOR DIRECTOR BELLOCCHIO

The story of Masino Buscetta, the mafia boss turned informant, will soon come
to the big screen, with Marco Bellocchio’s new film “Il traditore” which was shot
in Brazil, Miami, Rome and Palermo. Pierfrancesco Favino stars as Buscetta,
the Mafioso who had to change his identity and citizenship and undergo plastic
surgery to escape the Corleonesi clan after having betrayed their code of silence to
collaborate with the public prosecutor.

elio germano PLAYS
THE PAINTER LIGABUE

Giorgio Diritti’s “Volevo nascondermi” is a movie dedicated
to painter Antonio Ligabue, the artist from Emilia Romagna,
known for his “naif” style, populated by wild animals and lush
vegetation. The film highlights the value of diversity. Elio
Germano plays the extravagant artist.

“FREAKS OUT” MARKS
golino STARS IN
MAINETTI‘s COMEBACK “VIA DELL’ABBONDANZA”

Valeria Golino and Giuseppe M. Gaudino
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After the huge success of his directorial debut “Lo chiamavano Jeeg Robot”
– winner of eight David di Donatello, three Nastri d’Argento, and one Globo
d’Oro – filmmaker Gabriele Mainetti presents his second feature movie,
“Freaks Out.” The story unfolds inside a circus, in Rome, in 1943, during
the Second World War. Claudio Santamaria plays the lead role.

The film chronicles a journey through five historic ages, tied
together by the story of Aselina, a noble woman who was sold as
a slave in ancient Rome and whose Pompei frescoes reach our
contemporary world. The film is a tribute to women’s beauty, art
and creativity. “Via dell’Abbondanza” is directed by Massimo
Gaudino and stars Valeria Golino.

in “tre piani”, moretti ramazzotti and giannini
STAR IN ARCHIBUGI’S “VIVERE”
EXPLORES FREUD

This movie marks a revolution in Nanni Moretti’s
professional life. It is the very first time that the
acclaimed Italian director has made a movie based on
a novel with strong Freudian implications, written by
the Israeli author Eshkol Nevo. “Tre piani” will begin
principal photography in Spring 2019.

The Attorre family lives in one of the many terraced houses that characterize the
landscape of suburban areas. The father (Adriano Giannini) is a free-lance reporter, the wife (Micaela Ramazzotti) is a dancer who teaches an overweight man and
Lucilla, their daughter, is a six- year-old affected by severe asthma. An au pair girl
will change their lives. “Vivere” is directed by Francesca Archibugi.

A NEAPOLITAN THRILLER FOR

PAOLO GENOVESE’s

giovanna mezzogiorno AMERICAN DEBUT

Cristina Comencini and Giovanna Mezzogiorno
Cristina Comencini will be shooting a psychological thriller in Naples.
“In buona compagnia,” a story of a search for identity, memories and
encounters. Giovanna Mezzogiorno is an Italian-American woman who
comes back to Italy after a long time and who discovers the events that
forced her to leave many years before. The city of Naples has also been the
location for the performer’s recent movies, Gianni Amelio’s “La tenerezza” and Ferzan Ozpetek’s “Napoli velata”.

Emily is a former Olympic gym champion who is now confined to a wheelchair, Aretha is a police officer with a painful past, Napoleon is a successful
theatre actor who lives and performs in New York City, Daniel is a child star
in commercials. These four broken characters who are tired of living, meet
a mysterious character who shows them what the world would be like without
them, giving them the opportunity to save the best part of themselves. “Il
primo giorno della mia vita” marks Paolo Genovese’s U.S. debut.
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SHOWCASING SOME OF THE

SEASON’S MOST ACCLAIMED MOVIES
FLIGHT MODE

THE KING’S MUSKETEERS

COPPERMAN

Diego is a handsome man and a successful entrepreneur. All his life is contained in his sophisticated cellular
phone. Ivano cleans airport toilets and he is not attractive or famous. One day, before embarking on a flight
to Sydney, Diego forgets his cellular phone in the toilet.
Ivan finds it … but does not give it back to the owner. In a
single day, he tries to change his life using Diego’s mobile
phone.

In Veronesi’s new movie D’Artagnan, Athos, Aramis and Porthos
are portrayed respectively as an
ignorant cattle farmer, a lascivious castellan, a deep-in-debt
friar and a drunkard innkeeper
who for the love of their country
are called to take action – once
again – as the four musketeers.

“Things are never what they look like and I am not what I seem to be.”
Copperman aka Anselmo, is a world traveler who has the innocence of a child
and the heart of a lion. Abandoned by his father who believed he is a superhero,
Anselmo lives with his mother, who has succeeded in convincing him that he
is a special person. He resembles Forrest Gump, a grown up with a pure heart,
a disarming candor, a childish soul totally free from suspicions.

dir. Fausto Brizzi – 100’

ROMANCE IN ROME
dir. Cosimo Messeri – 87’

Twenty years have passed since their youthful exploits, but
these four aged, cynical and disenchanted men are still skillful sword-fighters and they are
summoned by Queen Anna to save France from wicked Cardinal
Mazzarino and his conspirator
Milady.

BLUE KIDS
dir. Andrea Tagliaferri – 75’

NONE LIKE US

TRAVELLING WITH ADELE
dir. Alessandro Capitani – 80’

Adele, a twenty-five-year-old
girl who suffers from a mental
disorder, has never met her
father having always lived
under the protective wing
of her mother Margherita.
Everything changes when her
very existence is overturned
by the latter’s sudden and
unexpected death. Abandoned
by all of her relatives, Adele
will meet Aldo, an elderly,
sixty-five-year-old actor, who

Five old people who live in
a nursing home in Rome
are bored with their daily
lives and embittered by the
absence of their dearest
ones, so they decide to flee
to Puglia to make their
dream come true. Guided
by Mirna’s love, the group
will meet Dragomir,
who for 30 years have
disappeared from the
world’s police radars.

FRIENDS WILL BE FRIENDS
dir. Antonello Grimaldi – 80’

came to Apulia in order to pay
his last respects to her deceased
mother.

dir. Letizia Lamartire – 92’
Isabella still singsTic
Tac, the song that
made her famous
in the early nineties,
when she was only
seventeen. Her place
is the Big Star, which
has also become her
second home. Her
young son Bruno is her guitarist.The two are inseparable, they perform every night together and
they share a ramshackle but happy life of unpaid
bills and midnight strolls around the city. Bruno,
however, dreams of a different musical career.
Edoardo De
THE VICE OF HOPE dir.
Angelis - 96’

dir. Fabrizio Maria Cortese – 89’

A brother and a sister live for
the present. Unfazed by their
mother’s death and hostile to
their father, a rich businessman
who has a new wife, the kids
dream of leaving the country, but the money they have can only
take them as far as Switzerland. Their hopes rest in their mother’s
inheritance, but when they find out that she has left everything to her
ex-husband, they resort to extreme measures, prepared as they are to
get rid of everything and everyone that may obstruct the fulfilment of
their unhealthy dreams.

The imperfections
of love and its bitter
consequences in Turin,
Italy, during the ‘80s,
before social networks
and smartphones. What
happens to your heart
when you discover that you’re madly in love with your best
friend? What happens to your soul when you find out that
your teacher and life coach has been having a clandestine
love affair with your best friend’s father? What is the true
meaning of friendship when you discover that it is the only
antidote to heartbreak?

dir. Eros Puglielli – 95’

FREE

Martino is a young
entomologist who travels to
Rome to visit his beloved uncle
and to recover from a broken
heart. As soon as he arrives,
his uncles asks Martino if he
can babysit a child named Linda and when Martino goes to
the child’s house, he meets her grandmother, named Lulù,
an eccentric woman full of surprises. That same afternoon
Martino receives a phone call from Tea, a girl he used to be in
love with. The girl is in danger and needs his help…

dir. Volfango De Biasi – 100’
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dir. Giovanni Veronesi – 109’

WE’LL BE YOUNG
AND BEAUTIFUL

It’s the story of a journey
where the real find is the
value of friendship. Three
former classmates, one great friendship, and a strange
death that takes them on an
adventure full of twists, that
will change their lives forever. Will their friendship be
enough for the hit of their
lives? The stakes are three
million...

Maria walks firmly,
her hood up, her time
flows along with the
river she lives by. A
hand-to-mouth life,
without dreams nor
desires, spent taking
care of her mother
and at the service
of a merciless, bejeweled old lady. With her
brave-eyed pit-bull, she ferries pregnant women
across the river, leading them to a painful,
infernal fate. But hope will pay Maria a visit, in
its most ancestral and powerful form, as miraculous as life itself, teaching her that staying
human is the greatest of all revolutions.

YOU CAN’T KISS THE BRIDE

dir. Francesco Miccichè – 90’
A young fashion
blogger and an aspiring
songwriter seem not
to have that much in
common, but when Cupid’s arrow hits them,
every difference fades
away and overnight
they decide to get married. Even their fathers do
not have anything in common: Gaetano is a strict
mayor from Southern Italy, while Diego is a rich
entrepreneur from the North. Between the two
future in-laws, instead, is hate at first sight.

THEATRE AT WORK

dir. Massimiliano Pacifico – 58’
The human and artistic
endeavor behind the
creation of Elvira, the
play by Toni Servillo,
co-produced by Piccolo
Teatro in Milan and
based on the classes
held by Louis Jouvet at
the Conservatory of the Dramatic Arts in Paris
in 1940. With Jouvet’s lessons in mind, Servillo
and his young acting troupe debut at the Venice
Biennale, perform in Naples, Milan and in Paris.
A performance becomes a dialogue between
Servillo and the other actors on their craft.
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daily Program • Screenings and events
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 17
10:00am The Italian Masters – Special
Screening • The Lark Farm (122’)
dir. Paolo and Vittorio Taviani • Actor
Alessandro Preziosi will introduce the movie
12:20pm Celebrating Matera Basilicata
– US Premiere • Mathera (90’) Dir. Vito
Salinaro and Francesco Invernizzi
2:00pm The Italian Masters – World
Premiere • Leonardo 500 (90’) dir.
Francesco Invernizzi
3:40pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • When Mom is Away (95’) dir.
Alessandro Genovesi • Producer Iginio
Straffi will introduce the movie.
5:30pm The Italian Masters – US
Premiere • Michelangelo Endless (95’) Dir.
Emanuele Imbucci
7:10pm The Italian Masters – World
Premiere • Amazing Leonardo (30’) dir.
Jesus Garces Lambert • The director, the
actress Angela Fontana and the artistic
director Cosetta Lagani will introduce the
movie.
7:40pm Opening Ceremony
8:30pm Italian Cinema Today – World
Premiere • Everything’s Going Smooth
(95’) dir. Igor Maltagliati • The director and
the actors Maria Grazia Cucinotta and Piero
Maggiò will introduce the movie.
10:15pm Honoring the Legendary Francis
Ford Coppola – Special Screening • The
Godfather: Part III (162’) dir. Francis Ford
Coppola

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 18
10:00am Honoring the Legendary Francis
Ford Coppola – Special Screening • The
Godfather (175’) dir. Francis Ford Coppola
1:10pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • We’ll Be Young and Beautiful
(100’) dir. Letizia Lamartire
2.55pm The Italian Masters – US
Premiere • Bernini (90’) dir. Francesco
Invernizzi
4:30pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • None Like Us (103’) dir.
Volfango De Biasi • Actor Alessandro
Preziosi will introduce the movie.
6:30pm The Italian Masters – US
Premiere • Capri-Revolution (122’) dir.
Mario Martone • Actress Marianna Fontana
will introduce the movie.
8:45pm The Italian Masters – Special
Screening • The Stolen Caravaggio (110’)
dir. Roberto Andò • The director will introduce the movie.
10:40pm The Italian Masters – Special
Screening • Caravaggio: The Soul and
the Blood (90’) dir. Jesus Garces Lambert •
The Director will be introducing the movie

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19
10:00am Honoring the Legendary Francis
Ford Coppola – Special Screening • The
Godfather: Part II (202’) dir. Francis Ford
Coppola
1:30pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • You Can’t Kiss the Bride (90’)
dir. Francesco Miccichè
3:10pm Italian Cinema Today – Special

Screening • About Face (84’) dir. Pappi
Corsicato • Actor Alessandro Preziosi will
introduce the movie.
4:45pm The Italian Masters – Special
Screening • The Confessions (108’) dir.
Roberto Andò • The director will introduce
the movie.
6:40pm Italian Cinema Today – World
Premiere • Thanks! (90’) dir. Gabriele De
Luca • Producer Luca Barbareschi will introduce the movie.
8:20pm The Italian Masters – World
Premiere • And Suddenly It’s Evening
(100’) dir. Claudio Insegno • Actor Franco
Nero will introduce the movie.
10:10pm Short Cut • I Will Not Forget
You (12’) dir. Laila Petrone • The director
will introduce the movie.
10:30pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Friends Will Be Friends (80’)
dir. Antonello Grimaldi

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20
10:00am The Italian Masters – Special
Screening • The Star Maker (113’) dir.
Giuseppe Tornatore
12:00pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Blue Kids (75’) dir. Andrea
Tagliaferri
1:20pm The Italian Masters – World
Premiere • Palladio: The Power of
Architecture (100’) dir. Giacomo Gatti
3:10pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Let Me Introduce You to Sofia
(98’) dir. Guido Chiesa
5:00pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Sons of Ndrangheta (100’)
dir. Giacomo Campiotti • Actor Alessandro
Preziosi will introduce the movie.
6:45pm Italian Cinema Today – World
Premiere • Dolceroma (100’) dir. Fabio
Resinaro • Producer Luca Barbareschi will
introduce the movie.
8:30pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Red Land (150’) dir.
Maximiliano Hernando Bruno • The director,
the actor Franco Nero and the producer
Enrico Longo will introduce the movie.
11:10pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Theater at Work (58’) dir.
Massimiliano Pacifico

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21
10:00am Italian Cinema Today – Special
Screening • The Viceroys (120’) dir.
Roberto Faenza • Actor Alessandro Preziosi
will introduce the movie.
12:10pm Italian Cinema Today – Special
Screening • The Children’s House (64’)
dir. Francesca Muci
1:20pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Romance in Rome (87’) dir.
Cosimo Messeri
3:00pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Copperman (95’) dir. Eros
Puglielli
5:00pmItalian Cinema Today – Special
Screening • Italian Race (119’) dir. Matteo
Rovere • The director will introduce the movie.
7:10pm Shooting in Italy – Special
Screening • All You Ever Wished For (86’)
dir. Barry Morrow

8:45pm The Italian Masters – US
Premiere • The Time of Their Lives (104’)
dir. Roger Goldby • Actor Franco Nero will
introduce the movie.
10:40pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Flight Mode (100’) dir. Fausto
Brizzi

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22
10:00am Italian Cinema Today – Special
Screening • Long Live Freedom (93’) dir.
Roberto Andò • The director will introduce
the movie.
11:35am Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Travelling with Adele (80’) dir.
Alessandro Capitani
1:00pm The Italian Masters – US
Premiere • Zerovskij (143’) dir. Gaetano
Morbioli
3:30pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • The King’s Musketeers (109’)
dir. Giovanni Veronesi
5:30pm Celebrating Matera Basilicata –
World Premiere • Lucania: Land, Blood
and Magic (85’) dir. Gigi Roccati • The
director and the actors Joe Capalbo and
Angela Fontana will introduce the movie.
7:00pm Awards Ceremony
8:00pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Romulus & Remus – The
First King (123’) dir. Matteo Rovere • The
director and the actor Alessio Lapice will
introduce the movie.
10:15pm Short Cut • The Gift (9’) dir.
Giovanni Lodigiani
10:30pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • The Vice of Hope (96’) dir.
Edoardo De Angelis

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23
10:00am Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Mia (100’) dir. Riccardo Donna
11:45am Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Back Home (100’) dir. Antonio
Albanese
1:30pm Italian Cinema Today – Special
Screening • The Armadillo’s Prophecy
(103’) dir. Emanuele Scaringi
3.20pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Detective by Chance (85’)
dir. Giorgio Romano • The director will
introduce the movie.
4:55pm Italian Cinema Today – US
Premiere • Free (89’) dir. Fabrizio Maria
Cortese • The director will introduce the
movie.
6:30pm The Italian Masters – Special
Screening • Last Tango in Paris (129’) dir.
Bernardo Bertolucci)

ADMISSION IS FREE.
FIRST COME, FIRST SEATED.
Please check the daily program
on the web-site
www.losangelesitalia.com

SID’S BAR & LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SERVING BEER, WINE, AND COCKTAILS
RELAX IN THE LOUNGE OR TAKE YOUR DRINK INTO
THE THEATRE WITH YOU WHILE YOU WATCH A MOVIE
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